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A R T I C L E I N F O
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A B S T R A C T
An overview is provided of the 15 neutron beam instruments making up the initial instrument suite of theEuropean Spallation Source (ESS), and being made available to the neutron user community. The ESS neutronsource consists of a high-power accelerator and target station, providing a unique long-pulse time structureof slow neutrons. The design considerations behind the time structure, moderator geometry and instrumentlayout are presented.The 15-instrument suite consists of two small-angle instruments, two reflectometers, an imaging beamline,two single-crystal diffractometers; one for macromolecular crystallography and one for magnetism, two powderdiffractometers, and an engineering diffractometer, as well as an array of five inelastic instruments comprisingtwo chopper spectrometers, an inverse-geometry single-crystal excitations spectrometer, an instrument for vi-brational spectroscopy and a high-resolution backscattering spectrometer. The conceptual design, performanceand scientific drivers of each of these instruments are described.All of the instruments are designed to provide breakthrough new scientific capability, not currentlyavailable at existing facilities, building on the inherent strengths of the ESS long-pulse neutron source of highflux, flexible resolution and large bandwidth. Each of them is predicted to provide world-leading performanceat an accelerator power of 2 MW. This technical capability translates into a very broad range of scientificcapabilities. The composition of the instrument suite has been chosen to maximise the breadth and depthof the scientific impact of the early years of the ESS, and provide a solid base for completion and furtherexpansion of the facility.
1. Introduction
The European Spallation Source (ESS) is currently under construc-tion in Lund, Sweden. When complete, it will provide a suite of 22neutron beam instruments to the scientific user community, arrangedaround a spallation neutron target and moderator assembly, fed by a5 MW proton accelerator. The facility, including all the instruments, isdesigned to provide world-leading performance, with new and uniqueinstrumental capabilities providing the means to make progress andachieve breakthroughs across a broad spectrum of physical and bio-logical sciences. The scientific and technical vision is described in theESS Technical Design Report (TDR) [1].
Unlike conventional pulsed spallation sources, where the protonpulse impacting the target is of the order of 1 μs in length, the ESS isdesigned to deliver significantly longer proton pulses. The ESS accelera-tor delivers a 2 GeV proton pulse of 2.86 ms in length, with a repetitionrate of 14 Hz, impacting on a tungsten target in which fast neutrons areproduced by spallation. These are then slowed down in a moderator-reflector assembly which will produce the world’s highest brightnessof cold and thermal neutrons, using liquid parahydrogen and water,respectively. The moderator geometry was the topic of a careful opti-misation [2,3] in which source properties, guide design and instrumentperformance were considered together so as to maximise instrumentperformance while allowing an unprecedented level of flexibility andupgradeability. The moderator system makes use of the new concept
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of low-dimensional moderators with a moderator height of 3 cm and a‘‘butterfly’’ layout of the hydrogen and water moderators, allowing allinstrument positions to choose freely between cold and thermal neutronspectra.The particular time structure of the ESS neutron source provides anumber of advantages for the instruments [4,5]:
• The low repetition rate lends itself naturally to measuring over alarge bandwidth of neutron energies, which is particularly usefulfor studying hierarchical systems with structure (or vibrations)over many length (or time-) scales. This characteristic is enhancedby the moderator design, in which the adjacent placement ofthe cold and thermal moderators allows instruments to use bothspectral ranges simultaneously, becoming effectively ‘‘bispectral’’.
• The pulse length of 2.86 ms provides adequate wavelength reso-lution with very high flux for low-resolution applications, such assmall-angle scattering, reflectometry, imaging and single-crystaldiffraction. For instruments requiring high resolution, it providesan unparallelled level of flexibility, with the pulse length for eachinstrument selected using a ‘‘pulse-shaping’’ chopper placed closeto the monolith shielding of the target station, with a variableopening time allowing an optimal and tuneable trade-off betweenresolution and beam intensity for each experiment.
In this Introduction to the instrument suite at the ESS, we will outlinehow the main design parameters of the facility were optimised: theneutron source time structure, the design of the moderators, the layoutof the instrument halls and the choice of the initial suite of instruments.
1.1. Optimising the source time structure
At a long-pulse source such as the ESS, the time width of the slow-neutron pulses is primarily determined by the duration 𝜏 of the protonpulse incident on the target, which greatly exceeds the moderation timein the moderator-reflector assembly. The accelerator time structure isessentially defined by 𝜏, together with the repetition period T of theproton pulses. One of the early challenges of the ESS design was todecide on the optimal combination of 𝜏 and T for the facility as a whole,balancing cost and capability of the accelerator while maximising theperformance of the neutron beam instruments.For reference the accelerator repetition rates of currently-operatingpulsed spallation sources cover a range of frequencies from 10 Hz (ISISTarget Station 2) to 20 Hz (Lujan Center), 25 Hz (J-PARC Materialand Life Science Experimental Facility), 50 Hz (ISIS Target Station 1)and 60 Hz (Spallation Neutron Source, Oak Ridge). At these facilities,the time width of the neutron pulses is primarily determined by themoderator characteristics rather than the duration of the proton pulse,and is typically of the order of 10–100 μs, varying with neutron energyand moderator design.At an early stage in the ESS project, the technical baseline wasset for a 20 Hz repetition rate with a proton pulse length of 2 ms,resulting in a duty cycle of 𝜏∕𝑇 = 1∕25 and a peak power of 125 MWwhen operating at a time-average accelerator power of 5 MW. Theseparameters were influenced by the experience of the superconductinglinac at the SNS as to the optimal compromise between performance,reliability and cost, resulting in the peak accelerator power at the ESSbeing capped at 125 MW. However, analysis of a straw-man suite of22 instruments indicated a number of potential issues in instrumentlayout and performance, which could be resolved by small but im-pactful changes to the repetition rate and proton pulse length, whilemaintaining the peak power and duty cycle [6].
1.1.1. SimplicityWhen the wavelength resolution required by the instrument isbetter than that provided by the source pulse length, a pulse-shapingchopper is used to reduce the effective pulse length. This introducesthe advantage of allowing the wavelength resolution to be adjusted on
the fly to choose the optimal trade-off between resolution and flux foreach experiment. The implementation of pulse-shaping choppers variessomewhat for different instrument types.Chopper spectrometers extract a pulsed monochromatic beam ofneutrons by phasing a chopper with a short opening time placedclose to the sample, with respect to the source pulse. In this case,the optimum repetition rate is often higher than that given by theneutron source itself. This is addressed at the ESS by making use ofrepetition-rate multiplication (RRM), in which a sequence of differentwavelengths is selected from each source pulse [7,8], allowing thetime frame to be usefully filled between subsequent proton pulses,and greatly increasing the dynamic range of the measurement. In thiscase, the pulse-shaping chopper can be placed some distance from thesource and run at an integer multiple of the source frequency, such thatsubsequent chopper openings extract different incident energies.The majority of instruments at pulsed sources make use of a con-tinuous wavelength band. They are termed ‘‘white-beam’’ instruments,though in practice their bandwidth usually needs to be restricted inorder to avoid frame overlap. When a pulse-shaping chopper is neededon a white-beam instrument, it is always placed as close to the sourceas possible, in order to minimise the reduction in bandwidth, resultingfrom the finite distance 𝐿1 between the source and the chopper. At ESS
𝐿1 is set by the dimensions of the target shielding monolith and theshutter system around it to around 6.3 m. When the ratio between 𝐿1and the length L2 between the pulse-shaping chopper and the instru-ment’s detectors is equal to the duty cycle 𝜏/T, the wavelength bandtransmitted through the pulse-shaping chopper fully fills the availabletime frame, avoiding both frame overlap and wasting counting time onunnecessary waiting time between subsequent neutron pulses. This isknown as the ‘‘natural’’ length of the instrument and is illustrated inFig. 1(a).The bandwidth of a white-beam instrument with a pulse-shapingchopper can be expressed rather simply as 𝛥𝜆 ≈ 4T/L2, where the band-width 𝛥𝜆 is in Å, L2 is in m and T is in ms. Instruments which are set tothe natural length thus have a fixed bandwidth, unless they choose toskip pulses, which is usually not optimal. Some white-beam instrumentstherefore choose a length which is less than the natural length, in orderto achieve a larger bandwidth. When such instruments use a pulse-shaping chopper to adjust their wavelength resolution, they employ atechnique known as wavelength-frame multiplication (WFM), in whichthe reduction in bandwidth imposed by the placement of the pulse-shaping chopper is compensated by extracting a sequence of pulses [9].In WFM, the pulse-shaping chopper is run at an integer multiple ofthe source frequency, extracting a sequence of pulses each coveringa wavelength band which, when combined, overlap to leave no gapsin wavelength coverage, resulting in a full bandwidth equivalent torunning with no pulse-shaping chopper or with one placed very closeto the source. The time-distance diagram of 3-fold WFM is shown inFig. 1(b).About half of the instruments in the straw-man suite (SANS, re-flectometry, spin-echo, monochromator-based) were not very sensitiveto the time structure and therefore did not greatly influence the pro-cess of optimising the time structure. The other instruments generallyemployed pulse-shaping choppers with opening times which could bevaried from very short to the full length of the proton pulse. Theiroptimum length was given by their wavelength-resolution requirementwhen operating in their lowest-resolution mode of 5%–10%, which isachieved by accepting the full source pulse. For a proton pulse lengthof 𝜏 = 2 ms, corresponding to a 20 Hz repetition rate, this resulted ininstrument lengths of typically 100 m, increasing linearly with pulselength. At a repetition rate of 14 Hz, corresponding to a proton pulselength of 𝜏 = 1/(25 × 14 Hz) = 2.86 ms, the optimum length of theseinstruments was approximately 160 m. This coincides with the naturallength of an instrument with a pulse-shaping chopper.Running the neutron source at 14 Hz and 2.86 ms, thus allowsmany of the instruments to run without WFM, reducing the need forcomplicated multiplexing chopper systems, greatly simplifying theirdata reduction procedure, and avoiding systematic errors associatedwith merging overlapping data sets.
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Fig. 1. Pulsing schemes for white-beam instruments at a long-pulse source. (a) Illustrating the ‘‘natural’’ length of an instrument with a pulse-shaping chopper: fully filling thetime frame with the bandwidth transmitted by the pulse-shaping chopper. (b) using three-fold wavelength-frame multiplication to achieve the same objective on an instrumentone-third of the length. Note that an additional chopper has been added to the WFM scheme, in order to avoid contamination of the signal from the unwanted additional openingsof the fast pulse-shaping chopper. This is known as a ‘‘bandwidth’’ or ‘‘frame-overlap’’ chopper.
1.1.2. Flexibility, operability and upgradeabilityBy choosing a source repetition rate of 14 Hz, the optimum length ofmany of the instruments thus comes out to be 160 m. This means thata single dedicated instrument hall can be built for those instrumentsinstead of several smaller halls, improving many of the operationalaspects: sample environment and sample preparation labs can be situ-ated more conveniently with shorter distances to transport samples andequipment between the instruments and fewer labs required to servicethe instruments. It also reduces the cost of the buildings.Having a common length for many types of instruments will alsoallow ESS to plan better, reserving space for expansion of the in-strument hall for future instruments. In addition, it gives more scopefor instrument upgrades, as the instrument length optimised for theoriginal instrument is more likely to be optimal for the upgradedversion. This builds in flexibility for the future.The 160 m instruments will have longer guides than any existinginstruments. A considerable effort has therefore gone into ensuringthat the performance of such very long neutron guides firstly is wellunderstood and optimised [10–14] and secondly that the buildinginfrastructure is able to ensure a high stability of the guide supports. Forthe majority of their length, these long neutron guides will therefore besupported by piles which rest on the bedrock below the floor. The pilesare decoupled from the floor on which the guide shielding will rest,which is less sensitive to movements.
1.1.3. Favouring cold-neutron performance through increased bandwidthIn the analysis of the variation in performance of the straw-maninstrument suite with the time structure, the overall effect averagedover the suite was largely neutral. This global averaging, however,concealed some significant deviations from the mean when movingfrom 20 Hz and 2 ms to 14 Hz and 2.86 ms.
(a) SANS, reflectometry and spin-echo instruments benefitted fromthe increased wavelength range offered by the longer repetitionperiod. Their performance did not suffer significantly from thedegraded wavelength resolution arising from the correspond-ingly increased pulse length. 7 of the 22 instruments fell intothis category.(b) Some instruments made only limited use of the source timestructure. These included fundamental physics and crystal-monochromator instruments, for which mainly the time-averageflux is important. 2 of the 22 instruments fell into this category.(c) Instruments such as chopper spectrometers which employ RRMhad a weak preference for shorter repetition periods. They useRRM to compensate for the fact that their preferred repetitionfrequency is much higher than the source frequency. A highersource frequency would reduce their need for RRM and makestheir data-collection strategy more similar to existing instru-ments, simplifying their data analysis. 3 of the 22 instrumentsfell into this category.
(d) Very high resolution instrument such as backscattering and high-resolution diffraction also had a preference for shorter repetitionperiods. These instruments cut out only a small fraction of thepulse length to achieve the desired resolution and did not benefitgreatly from the increased wavelength range offered by theincrease in repetition period. 3 of the 22 instruments fell intothis category.(e) Instruments which employ WFM had a weak preference for alonger repetition periods, as it removes the need for WFM asdescribed in the previous section. 7 of the 22 instruments fellinto this category.
The biggest winners were the intrinsically low-resolution instru-ments in category (a) above. This is consistent with a strategy offavouring the performance of the cold-neutron instruments, addressingquestions in soft condensed matter and the life sciences. Favouring thenatural strengths of a long-pulse source in this is way will serve tomaximise its scientific impact.
1.1.4. Increasing the plateau region of the neutron pulseMany of the instruments at the ESS will employ a pulse-shapingchopper to define the source time structure. When the pulse at thesource is significantly longer than the opening time of the pulse-shaping chopper, a regular trapezoidal resolution function is obtainedby phasing the chopper to open during the plateau region of the sourcepulse. When the source pulse is comparable to the opening of the pulse-shaping chopper, a less favourable resolution is obtained, as well as aloss of integrated flux, as illustrated in Fig. 2.As can be appreciated from these figures, using a chopper to extracta 2.00 ms wide pulse would result in an even more favourable compar-ison for the 2.86 ms moderator pulse. For instruments where the shapeof the resolution function is of high importance, their design should beadapted to use only the flat top of the source pulse.
1.2. Moderator design
A key design feature of the ESS moderator system is the flexibil-ity allowed by co-locating thermal (water) and cold (parahydrogen)moderators, so that both are viewable at the entrance window of theguides serving the instruments. This allows all instruments to freelychoose the spectrum they need by aligning their guide system to pointat the desired source and, if required, employ a bispectral switchsystem [13,15,16] to stitch the cold and thermal spectra together, thusincreasing the available bandwidth. This became a design requirementon the moderator and beam extraction system from an early stage in theproject: to allow each beamport to freely choose its neutron spectrum:cold, thermal or bispectral, thus maximising the flexibility availabilityto instrument designers and hence instrument performance.The TDR design of the ESS moderators employed volume parahy-drogen moderators, as pioneered and implemented at J-PARC [17] withslab-shaped water wings acting as the sources of thermal neutrons. This
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Fig. 2. Pulse-shaping chopper with a 1.5 ms opening, using a 2.86 ms (a) and a 2.00 ms source pulse (b).
was calculated to deliver a time-average neutron brightness equivalentto that of the ILL. Shortly after publication of the TDR [1], it wasrealised that significant increases in both cold and thermal neutronbrightness could be achieved by reducing the height of the moderators.Some of the brightness increase is offset by the reduced illumination ofthe neutron guide system when viewing a smaller source. This trade-offwas the subject of a comprehensive optimisation study [2], resulting inthe choice of a height of 3 cm for both the cold and thermal moderators.Compared to the TDR moderator system, the instrument suite gainedan average flux increase of about a factor of 2. The ESS moderatorperformance is illustrated in Fig. 3, in which a single neutron pulseat a wavelength of 5 Å is shown in comparison to the leading neutronsources of today.While the vertical dimensions of the moderators were being opti-mised for maximising the flux on the instruments, a variety of possiblehorizontal layouts of the cold and thermal moderators were also con-sidered. These were evaluated based on three criteria: (1) side-by-sideco-location of cold and thermal moderators to allow spectral flexibilityfor as many beamports as possible, (2) large projected width of bothmoderators seen from the guide entrance, to maximise the guide illumi-nation, (3) high spectral brightness for as many beamports as possible.The best solution to these constraints was the ‘‘Butterfly’’ geometry,shown in Fig. 4.By having a single moderator assembly above the spallation targetserve all of the currently-planned instruments, we leave scope for afuture, as yet unspecified moderator below the target. This providesan upgrade path for future capabilities which might include enhancedperformance for very cold neutrons or a large-area cold moderator fora dedicated particle-physics experiment.
1.3. Facility layout
The primary upgrade path of the ESS was identified from an earlystage as the addition of more instruments in the main experimentalhalls, rather than the construction of a second target station. This is adeparture from the approach taken at the current short-pulse spallationsources, several of which already have or are considering a futuresecond target station. Tied to the ESS upgrade path is the upgradeabilityof the first target station. This is limited by the number and size of theopenings in the target monolith through which neutron beams can beextracted. Current short-pulse spallation sources incorporate between20 and 23 such beamports. The ESS target monolith is designed to allowthe extraction of neutron beams through 42 beamports, at an angularspacing of 6◦, about half the angular separation at other facilities. Thislarge number of beamports ensures adequate scope for increasing thenumber of instruments at the ESS before needing to build a secondtarget station. Adding instruments at a single target station is farmore cost-effective: it adds value to existing infrastructure, such asthe experimental halls and the target station, and does not require anexpensive upgrade to the accelerator in order to provide proton beamto more than one target station.The beamports at ESS serve instrument halls which are arranged insectors, labelled with their compass directions, as shown in Fig. 5. The
42 beamports are labelled by their sector (N, S, E, W) and a numberbetween 1 and 11 where 1 is used for the beamport at 30◦ to the protonbeam axis. By convention, the beamports perpendicular to the protonbeam axis are labelled S11 and W11.The West sector is designed for instruments with an average lengthof 165 m. That length is determined by the closest distance which apulse-shaping chopper can be placed to the source, of 𝐿1 = 6.3 m,and the source duty cycle of 𝜏/T = 1/25. The instrument length whichallows the full bandwidth transmitted by the pulse-shaping chopper tobe used, while just avoiding frame overlap, is given by 𝐿1(1+𝑇 ∕𝜏) = 165m, as illustrated in Fig. 1(a).The South sector is foreseen for instruments between 50 m and 80m in length, while instruments in the East and North sectors will beshorter still (down to about 20 m). The instrument halls are designed toallow instruments to populate all the beamports in the West and Southsectors, while the shorter length of the instruments in the North andEast sectors will cause some instruments to prevent the use of adjacentbeamports due to the lateral size of their instrument components suchas their cave shielding. In the North sector, where the shortest instru-ments are, we expect to be able to use every other beamport, resultingin an effective beamline separation of 12◦, as achieved at current short-pulse spallation sources. The East sector will be intermediate. The netresult is that we expect about 32–35 of the beamports to be useable atany one time.The instrument halls are dimensioned to accommodate the 22 in-struments foreseen within the current scope of the ESS. A significantupgrade to that number might require extensions to the halls or theconstruction of new halls. To facilitate such construction, a numberof areas adjacent to the North, South and West sectors have beendesignated as upgrade areas which are kept clear for future expansion.The target monolith is surrounded by a shielding structure, knownas the bunker, which provides a common shielded space in whichinstrument components such as choppers are installed, and separatedfrom the experimental halls by a 3.5 m thick shielding wall. The openbunker volume extends to a distance of 11.5 m from the target centre-line for the North and East sectors, and 24.5 m for the South and Westsectors due to the greater instrument length in those sectors. This bothsaves on the cost of shielding for individual instruments, and providesadditional integrated shielding around the target monolith, so as to sat-isfy the very low background requirements of the instruments. Accessinside the bunker will take place only during accelerator shutdowns.Maintenance and installation of the in-monolith optics of individualinstruments is performed by horizontal extraction of the monolith beamplugs into the bunker area.Due to the small angular separation of the beamlines, there are nobeam shutters integrated into the monolith. Instead, at the monolithwall at 5.5 m from the target centre-line, a 50 cm long light shuttersystem (LSS) is installed at each beamline, which allows the insertionof a gamma blocker into the beam axis, intended only to be used whenthe proton beam is off, so as to allow safe access into the bunkerarea for maintenance. Each instrument has one or more beam shutterslocated downstream from this position, to allow normal operation ofthe beamline and/or maintenance access to components upstream ofthe instrument cave.
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Fig. 3. Time-dependent brightness of the ESS cold moderator at a wavelength of 5 Å. For comparison, the source brightness available at the neutron sources ISIS in the UK, SNSin the US, J-PARC in Japan, and ILL in France are shown for the moderators used for this wavelength. For ISIS, SNS and JPARC, the pulse shapes of more than one moderator areshown, to illustrate the trade-off between resolution and intensity available there. For ESS, three pulse heights are shown: That corresponding to the TDR moderator design (fullblue), the current design at 5 MW of accelerator power (blue line), and at 2 MW (red line), corresponding to the accelerator power in 2025, at the end of the ESS constructionproject.
Fig. 4. Butterfly moderator design. The dark blue colour indicates parahydrogen. The main hydrogen volume is about 24 cm wide. The light blue volumes are water. The protonbeam is incident from the right. Each beamport is oriented to point at the nearest water-hydrogen junction. Cold or thermal spectra can be extracted by tilting the guide systemwithin the beamport to point at the adjacent hydrogen or water region, respectively. More detail on the moderator optimisation and beam extraction can be found in [2,3]. (Forinterpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
1.4. Instrument selection
As mentioned earlier, a reference suite of 22 instruments was assem-bled for the TDR in 2013, based on a set of science drivers, identifiedat the time, which was used for outlining the technical and scientificscope of the ESS project, as well as for planning and budget purposes.All instruments were designed to make optimal use of the uniquedesign of the ESS neutron source, in order to maximise their scien-tific output. The high source brightness can be used in a number oftransformative areas:
• Measuring very small amounts of sample, or to probe volumes/areas of larger, non-uniform samples
• Measuring very quickly, giving access to kinetics on the tens ofms time scale
• Making parametric studies, covering large volumes of parame-ter space such as temperature, flow conditions, magnetic field,pressure, etc.
• Studying weak effects, i.e. small cross-section events requiringhigh counting statistics
• Polarised-neutron studies, allowing the separation of coherent,incoherent and magnetic scattering, again at the expense of beamintensity
An instrument selection process was set up, consisting of annual com-petitive proposal rounds. Instrument concepts were developed aroundtheir science case, resulting in instrument proposals being submittedover three proposal rounds in 2013, 2014 and 2015. In each proposalround, the submitted proposals were peer-reviewed and ranked in orderof scientific interest that would best serve the future scientific commu-nity of the ESS. A strategy for early scientific success was formulatedwhich prioritised instruments falling within the following categories:
• World-class instruments that address the needs of the bulk of theuser community and thus bring in our community and ensureearly high-impact science.
• Instruments that build on the unique strengths of the ESS source,providing transformative new capabilities.
• Instruments catering to science communities with limited neutronusage today, but with clear potential to bring large scientificimpact.
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Fig. 5. Layout of the Instrument Suite, arranged in the four experimental halls labelled with their compass directions. The proton beam is incident from the right.
Over the course of this process, 39 individual instrument conceptswere studied. Of these, some competing concepts were merged intocollaborative proposals, and a few did not result in complete concepts.A total of 26 instrument proposals were submitted over the threeproposal rounds, resulting in the suite of 15 instruments listed inTable 1, which is shown together with the remaining instruments fromthe TDR reference suite. A complete listing of the instrument conceptsstudies can be found in [18]The 15-instrument suite includes many workhorse, general-purposeinstruments addressing wide and varied user communities, while alsoincluding a number of more specialised instruments, consistent withthe early success strategy. The science enabled by the instruments willbe supported by a number of essential activities related to sampleenvironment, user laboratories, instrument technologies, control andanalysis software, and so on, the description of which generally fallsoutside the remit of this paper. One instrument technology which de-serves a specific mention, however, is in the area of neutron detectors.The instrument projects are supported by significant developments indetectors in order to deal with the very high count rates expected atESS, and also to provide alternative technologies based on thin filmsof 10B to compensate for the reduced availability and increased cost of3He gas over the last decade. Many of the instrument concepts outlinedhere would not be feasible without these developments.The present paper provides a systematic overview of the initialinstrument suite of the ESS. It is intended as a reference for theinstrument suite, and can be considered as a partial update to the TDR.It covers both the scientific scope and technical performance of each ofthe 15 user instruments, as well as a test beamline for characterisingthe moderator performance.The instruments all pass through a series of project phases, andat the time of writing, all of them have passed from preliminary todetailed engineering design. Their scope and performance have thusbeen fixed and form the basis of the descriptions in this paper.For all instruments, their design has been optimised and theirperformance thoroughly evaluated using both analytical calculationsand Monte-Carlo ray-tracing simulations by means of the establishedsoftware packages McStas [19] and VITESS [20].
Many instruments have well-identified upgrade paths to expandtheir day-one scope, often involving an increase in detector coverage.This occasionally motivates aspects of the design of the instrument, inwhich case it is covered in the instrument descriptions, though in allcases, the emphasis is on the day-one scope. Instrument performance isgiven at an accelerator power of 2 MW, the power level foreseen withinthe ESS construction budget.The instruments are arranged by instrument class: Section 2 cov-ers instruments measuring large-scale structures, including small-angleneutron scattering, reflectometry and macromolecular crystallography.Section 3 covers the instruments for imaging and engineering diffrac-tion, as well as the test beamline, while Section 4 describes the diffrac-tion instruments, covering both powder and single-crystal instruments.The spectroscopy instruments are covered in Section 5, including bothdirect-geometry (monochromatic) instruments and indirect-geometryinstruments. The paper concludes with a summary and outlook section.
2. Instruments for large-scale structures
The functionality of a material or macromolecule is very oftenrelated to the nuclear and magnetic structure and interactions on thenanometre to micrometre length scale. The types of system studiedby instruments in this class include macromolecules, molecular assem-blies, nanoparticles, complex fluids, polymers, composites, alloys andgeological materials.ESS has five instruments that fall into the category of large-scalestructures. These instruments focus on providing new scientific ca-pability through enabling exploration of wider parameter spaces inmore detail, measurements on smaller samples and gauge volumes,and shorter time-scale kinetics measurements. Two small-angle neutronscattering (SANS) instruments, LoKI and SKADI, provide nanometreto micrometre nuclear and magnetic structure. Two neutron reflec-tometers, Estia and FREIA, provide the nuclear and magnetic structureof thin films up to a few hundred nanometres in thickness with aresolution of a few Ångström. The neutron macromolecular crystal-lography instrument, NMX, provides atomic resolution structure of
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Table 1ESS Instrument Suite. Highlighted and named instruments (e.g. ODIN) are those which are currently in construction. The others arethe remaining instruments from the TDR reference suite, which serve as placeholders for instruments 16–22. The main scientificcommunities addressed by the instruments are indicated with the symbols shown.
macromolecules, primarily proteins, making use of the sensitivity ofneutron scattering to hydrogen.LoKI and SKADI are a complementary pair of SANS instruments thattogether cover the resolution-bandwidth space available at ESS, bothviewing the cold part of the moderator.The two SANS instruments together deliver Q-range coverage from2 Å−1 to 1 × 10−4 Å−1, spanning the size range from nanometres tomicrometres. A broad range of sample environment can be used on bothinstruments interchangeably, and SKADI enables studies of magneticmaterials with the availability of a polarised beam and support for theuse of a polarised-3He analyser.The two reflectometers work together to support the full range ofscience done with the technique. The instruments enable access tohorizontal, free-liquid surfaces (FREIA), buried and free interfaces inthe horizontal and vertical planes, and the study of magnetic materials(Estia). Both instruments have high beam flux and unique designs thatenable fast measurements. The Selene guide concept of Estia enablesaccess to measurements on samples as small as 1 mm2.The SANS and reflectometry instruments all make full use of theflexibility afforded by the ESS time structure to deliver access to a wideQ-range in a single measurement (Fig. 6). The instruments also haveoperational modes that enable the Q-range and resolution to be tailoredto the experiment in question.The NMX Macromolecular Diffractometer is a time-of-flight (TOF)quasi-Laue diffractometer optimised for small samples and large unitcells dedicated to the crystallographic structure determination of bi-ological macromolecules. The main scientific driver is to locate thehydrogen atoms relevant for the function of the macromolecule.
2.1. LoKI — Broad-band small-angle neutron scattering
2.1.1. LoKI science caseLoKI is one of two small-angle neutron scattering (SANS) instru-ments at ESS, designed with the needs of the soft matter, materials, andbio-science communities in mind. The trend in all these fields is towardscomplexity and heterogeneity. These factors manifest themselves bothspatially and temporally, and therefore the high flux (up to 2 × 108n s−1 cm−2 at sample position at 2 MW accelerator power), smallbeam sizes and wide simultaneous Q-range (10−3 to 2 Å−1) available atLoKI, will make it optimal for performing structural and time-resolvedstudies.The small beam sizes/high flux available at LoKI are expected tomake scanning, flow-through and microfluidic experiments routine.
Table 2LoKI Quick Facts. L1 and L2 refer to the length of the collimation section (end-of-guideto sample) and sample-detector distance, respectively.LoKI Quick Facts
Instrument Class SANSModerator ColdPrimary Flightpath 23.5 m, 𝐿1 = 3, 5, 8 mSecondary Flightpath L2 = 1.5 m, 3 m, 5–10 mWavelength Range 2–22 Å
Standard Mode (14 Hz)
Bandwidth 7.5 Å [L2 = 10 m]10 Å [L2 = 5 m]Flux at Sample at 2 MW 4 × 108 n s−1 cm−2 [L1 = 3 m]5.6 × 107 n s−1 cm−2 [L1 = 8 m]Q-Range 0.01–2 Å−1 [L1 = 3 m, L2 = 1.5, 5 m]0.005–2 Å−1 [L1 = 8 m, L2 = 1.5, 10 m]Pulse Skipping Mode (7 Hz)
Bandwidth 15 Å [L2 = 10 m]20 Å [L2 = 5 m]Flux at Sample at 2 MW 2 × 108 n s−1 cm−2 [L1 = 3 m]2.8 × 107 n s−1 cm−2 [L1 = 8 m]Q-Range 0.005–2 Å−1 [L1 = 3 m, L2 = 1.5, 5 m]0.002–2 Å−1 [L1 = 8 m, L2 = 1.5, 10 m]
The wide simultaneous Q-range will benefit dynamic structures, suchas systems under shear. A high flux and good signal-to-noise ratio willallow for high throughput, and greatly improve the study of weaklyscattering biological samples. Large area detector arrays have beendeveloped, which allow the entire Q-range to be accessed without anymovement of the main instrument optics or the sample.Moreover, LoKI is uniquely suited to studying dynamic systems,which change their structure over short periods of time, enabling‘‘single-shot’’ kinetic measurements in sub-second time scales, similar tomodern day X-ray facilities. Such changes may be induced by internaland external influences, such as flow, stress/strain, temperature, chem-ical composition, pressure, humidity, magnetic and electric fields. LoKIalso aims to answer the ever-growing demand by the user communityto perform in situ and/or simultaneous characterisation of the systemunder investigation with SANS. Thus, LoKI has been designed with aflexible sample area with the potential to support the use of multiple si-multaneous techniques, integrated with neutron data collection so thatcorrelation of analysis between methods can be routinely employed.
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Fig. 6. (a) Q-space available at each instrument with different collimation settings (black = LoKI, red = SKADI, blue = SKADI VSANS) in a single measurement at 14 Hz (shortdashes) and 7 Hz (short dashes and long dashes) using a 10 × 10 mm2 sample aperture and typical wavelength ranges. (b) Q ranges available to the reflectometry instruments(black = Estia, red = FREIA) at 14 Hz (short dashes) and with pulse-skipping (short and long dashes, 4.7 Hz for Estia, 7 Hz for FREIA), using typical wavelength rangesand incident angles (0.45◦, 1.25◦ and 3.42◦ for FREIA and 1.1◦ for Estia) and without moving the sample. Bars to the right shows the simultaneous Q-range available. (Forinterpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
As the key scientific drivers for LoKI are to allow fast measurementsacross the scientific scope of SANS research, it is expected to cover awide-range of scientific interests, including:
• Complex fluids under flow using rheology and microfluidics;
• Formation of gels in situ;
• Weakly scattering biological systems;
• Non-equilibrium systems involving fast exchange kinetics;
• In operando fuel cells and batteries;
• Materials which transform their structures in response to exter-nal stimuli, e.g. light, temperature, pressure and magnetic andelectric fields.
2.1.2. LoKI instrument layoutLoKI is located in the north sector on beamport N7 and views thecold part of the moderator. An overview of LoKI can be seen in Fig. 7and the main instrument parameters can be found in Table 2. Theinstrument makes use of a pair of benders located in the monolith andthe bunker wall. The benders have a radius of curvature of 61.25 m,with 5 channels and m = 3 supermirror coatings on all surfaces. Thebender pair provides for twice out of line-of-sight curvature to minimisethe intrinsic background, and offsets the beamline down vertically byapproximately 0.5 m. The guide size is 30 mm × 25 mm (H × V)throughout the instrument.The in-bunker section of the instrument consists of a bandwidthchopper pair at 6.5 m from the source, a straight m = 2 guide section,and an instrument shutter. The bandwidth chopper pair selects thewavelength range and the two discs are configured to cut the beamfrom the same direction and provide a variable opening via changingthe relative phasing of the pair.After the second bender, which is placed in the bunker wall, isanother chopper pair, placed at 15.1 m from the source, to suppressframe overlap. Similarly to the bandwidth choppers, the frame overlapchopper discs cut the beam from the same direction and allow for avariable opening. The frame overlap chopper pair is followed by thecollimation section which consists of two moveable blocks, each madeof steel and polyethylene, and each containing an open beam tube withboronated walls and an m = 2 guide section.The combination of positions of the two blocks gives LoKI possiblecollimation lengths of 8 m, 5 m, and 3 m, with 4-jaw slits used todefine the beam size and position. After the collimation is a flight tubeof adjustable length leading to the sample position, at 23.5 m from
the source, where a choice of 4-jaw slit or pre-defined apertures areavailable to match the beam size to sample requirements.Using the full ESS pulse of 2.86 ms and two pairs of choppers willprovide a wavelength band of up to 10 Å at 14 Hz and up to 20 Åat 7 Hz. Space for additional wavelength frame multiplication (WFM)choppers is reserved in the bunker to allow upgrade to a measurementconfiguration with improved wavelength resolution.The LoKI sample area has been designed to support installationof any ESS standard sample environment and has a mounting andinterchange system that allows easy transfer of equipment betweenLoKI and SKADI.The detector array system on LoKI is composed of multiple banksof stacked 10B-coated straw-tubes [21] from Proportional TechnologiesInc. The front banks are centred at ∼1.5 m from the sample, and themiddle banks are centred at ∼3 m from the sample, tilted slightly tomaximise coverage. Finally, the rear bank is moveable between 5 mand 10 m from the sample. This design and technology provides largecoverage with good efficiency.
2.1.3. LoKI expected performanceSimulations using McStas indicate that LoKI will have a maximumflux on sample of 2 × 108 n s−1 cm−2 using the 3 m collimation lengthat 2 MW accelerator power. The flux on sample is dependent on thecollimation choice and Fig. 8 shows the flux on sample as a functionof beam divergence which is relevant for both minimum Q and 𝛥Q/Qresolution
2.2. SKADI — Small-angle neutron scattering with high resolution
2.2.1. SKADI science caseThe Small-K Advanced DIffractometer, SKADI, is one of two SANSbeamlines at ESS. It is a versatile SANS instrument designed with highresolution and very low Q SANS measurements in mind (see Table 3).The scientific areas targeted by SKADI include investigations ofsmart materials, biological and medical research, magnetic materialsand materials for energy storage, as well as experiments on nanoma-terials and nanocomposites. These experiments have a high potentialimpact on science and society. In order to maximise the applicabilityof the results of these studies, SKADI is designed to accommodate in-situ measurements with custom-made sample environments to providereal-world conditions. These scientific areas need to close the structuredetermination gap between traditional SANS and imaging methods inorder to examine bulk structure out towards several micrometres.
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Fig. 7. LoKI instrument layout. Components shown in white are foreseen upgrades.
Fig. 8. LoKI flux as a function of beam divergence and divergence-limited minimum Q. The beam divergence given is the full width of the divergence distribution. The minimumQ is determined by the longest wavelength of 10 Å in the standard 14 Hz mode, as well as, in practice, the beam stop size and detector resolution.
Mechanical processing and in-situ macroscopic treatments (heat,pressure, shear forces) are another area of scientific focus for SKADI.Understanding the microstructural effects of processing steps on alloys,nanocomposites, and additive manufactured components is importantfor optimising their properties and lifetime. These types of studiesoften require large equipment to be installed on the beamline andSKADI has a flexible sample area design that can accommodate large,floor-mounted, sample environment.The study of magnetic materials is enabled through the use of solid-state polarisers upstream of the collimation and support for a 3Heanalyser after the sample. The high Q-resolution available on SKADI,combined with access to very low Q, will support studies of skyrmionsand vortex lattices in superconductors.
2.2.2. SKADI instrument layoutSKADI is a classical pinhole SANS instrument with a maximumcollimation length of 20 m, combined with a maximum sample-to-detector distance of 20 m [22]. The instrument is located on beamportE3 and the 3 cm × 3 cm neutron guide all along the instrument isdesigned for optimum brilliance transfer from the cold moderator.The sample position is moved out of line of sight of the moderatorusing a deflector-type guide geometry, which offsets the beam by20 cm within the bunker. This is designed to minimise the transport ofhigh-energy radiation along the beamline, and combined with shield-ing around the detector tank is designed to ensure a low intrinsicbackground. A heavy shutter directly inside the bunker wall allowsmaintenance access to all out-of-bunker components during operationof the neutron source, including access to the sample area to changesamples and equipment. The instrument layout is shown schematicallyin Fig. 9.
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Fig. 9. SKADI instrument layout.
Table 3SKADI Quick Facts. L1 and L2 refer to the length of the collimation section (end-of-guideto sample) and sample-detector distance, respectively.SKADI Quick Facts
Instrument Class SANSModerator ColdPrimary Flightpath 36.5 m, 𝐿1 = 4, 8, 14, 20 mSecondary Flightpath L2 = 0.8–4 m, 4–18.5 m, 20 mWavelength Range 3–21 ÅPolarised Incident Beam OptionalQ-Range for VSANS option Down to 10−4 Å−1
Standard Mode (14 Hz)
Bandwidth 5 Å [L2 = 20 m]Flux at Sample at 2 MW 9 × 108 n s−1 cm−2 [L1 = 4 m]1 × 108 n s−1 cm−2 [L1 = 20 m]Q-Range 0.004–1 Å−1 [L1 = 4 m, L2 = 1.6, 20 m]0.001–1 Å−1 [L1 = 20 m, L2 = 1.6, 20 m]Pulse Skipping Mode (7 Hz)
Bandwidth 10 Å [L2 = 20 m]Flux at Sample at 2 MW 4.4 × 108 n s−1 cm−2 [L1 = 4 m]5 × 107 n s−1 cm−2 [L1 = 20 m]Q-Range 0.001–1 Å−1 [L1 = 4 m, L2 = 1.6, 20 m]0.0005–1 Å−1 [L1 = 20 m, L2 = 1.6, 20 m]
Immediately outside the bunker wall is the polariser unit consistingof a set of two polarising supermirror assemblies, optimised for thewavelength ranges between 3 and 8 Å and above 8 Å, respectively.After the polariser, there is an adiabatic spin-flipper to invert the beampolarisation direction.Following the polariser unit is the collimation section, where fourcollimation settings of 20, 14, 8 and 4 m are available. A very-small-angle neutron scattering (VSANS) setup, employing converging slit col-limators ending 2 m from the sample, will allow access to wavevectortransfer values down to Q ≈ 10−4 Å−1, equating to probing structuresup to several micrometres in size.The wavelength band is selected using two single disc choppers. Thestandard wavelength band used by SKADI will be 3 to 8 Å, but any 5 Åwide wavelength band up to 21 Å can be used.SKADI features a new detector concept, SoNDe (Solid-State NeutronDetector) [23,24], employing scintillators directly coupled to photo-multiplier tubes, and capable of fully exploiting the increased flux andbrilliance of the ESS source. The detectors are arranged into 3 banks,with the forward two being moveable. These multiple banks of detec-tors at different distances, combined with the instrument bandwidth,will allow experiments to be performed in a single measurement overa wide Q-range. The moveable detectors allow the Q-range to be tunedand optimised for the experiment in question.
Fig. 10. McStas-simulated 1 s experiment on SKADI of suspended 500 Å spheres insolution at 20 m collimation distance. The illuminated sample volume was 3 × 3 ×1 mm2 . Input parameters for the sample were the standard arguments for the McStasSANS_benchmark2 component for sample number 6, resulting in a volume concentrationof 0.001 and a scattering-length density difference of 6 × 10−6 Å−2 . Key features suchas the ability to perform in very short times and good resolution for large particles aredemonstrated.
2.2.3. SKADI expected performanceThe performance of SKADI was assessed based on neutronic simula-tions using the McStas package. A sample aperture size of 1 × 1 cm2 isforeseen as the standard operation mode. Using the 8 m collimationsetting this leads to a flux on the order of 108 n s−1 cm−2 at thesample position at 2 MW accelerator power. Combined with the largespace available for sample environment and the wide available Q-rangethis will allow for fast dynamic measurements of samples undergoingirreversible transitions, such as the straining of a sample beyond theelastic limit or chemical synthesis in the sample environment. Anotherpossibility to exploit the high flux and high resolution of SKADI isgiven for samples with low contrast and very small differences betweensample conditions, such as ligand exchange on coated nanoparticles. Allthese possibilities can be combined with polarised scattering, openingup another area of possible samples and setups for SKADI. The fastexposure and ability to resolve large particles is shown in Fig. 10.
2.3. Estia — Focusing reflectometer for small samples
2.3.1. Estia science caseEstia is a reflectometer with a vertical-sample geometry (horizontalscattering plane) and an option for polarisation analysis. The instru-ment uses a truly focusing neutron guide, based on the Selene con-cept [25], that allows the accurate control of the beam footprint at the
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Table 4Estia Quick Facts.Estia Quick Facts
Instrument Class ReflectometryModerator ColdPrimary Flightpath 35 mSecondary Flightpath 4 mWavelength Range 3.75–28 ÅPolarised Incident Beam OptionalPolarisation Analysis OptionalSample Orientation VerticalTotal Q-Range 0.001 to 3.15 Å−1/−0.001 to −0.3 Å−1
Standard Mode (14 Hz)
Bandwidth 7 ÅFlux at Sample at 2 MWa 6 × 108 n s−1 cm−2Relative Q-Range 𝑄max = 2.85 × QminQ-Resolution 𝛥Q/Q 7.8%–3.0% over Q-range
2-Pulse Skipping Mode (4.7 Hz)
Bandwidth 21 ÅFlux at Sample at 2 MWa 2 × 108 n s−1 cm−2Relative Q-Range 𝑄max = 6.6 × QminQ-Resolution 𝛥Q/Q 7.8%–1.3% over Q-range
aFull-divergence beam averaged over 5(H) × 10(V) mm2.
sample position, which will make experiments on samples down to just1 mm2 feasible. For regular sample sizes (∼1 cm2) the high intensity ofthe focused beam will reduce measurement times to just a few seconds,giving users the opportunity to explore large physical parameter spaceswith routine application of full polarisation analysis. The large detectorangle coverage of Estia allows large wave-vector transfer reflectometryeven with the longest wavelengths and the access of low-order Bragg-peaks. Dedicated low temperature, magnetic field and solid–liquidsample environment complete the instrument capabilities.With these features, Estia will be perfectly suitable for any kind ofstudy of surface and thin film properties in many areas of materials sci-ence, physics, chemistry and biology. Especially in operando studies andsystems where large surface areas cannot be prepared easily will profitfrom the focusing beam. Example systems include exchange bias, mul-tiferroics, battery materials, spontelectrics, cell membranes, magneticnanoparticles, topological magnets, artificial spin-ices, self-assembly atsolid–liquid interfaces, drug delivery and surface reactions.
2.3.2. Estia instrument layoutAn overview of the Estia instrument can be seen in Fig. 11 andthe main instruments parameters are listed in Table 4. Two verticallyseparated neutron beams are extracted from the cold moderator usinga set of feeder optics. The feeder is composed of planar ellipticalmirrors on the top, bottom and right side (looking down-stream) thatrefocus the beam on a spot 11 m away within the neutron bunker,with a horizontal block separating the two beampaths. The mirrorsare segmented along the beam into one half that is placed within themonolith insert and the other situated inside a vacuum vessel withinthe bunker. The light shutter area does not contain any neutron opticsand the divergence gaps due to this 0.5 m open region are filled byreducing the ellipses’ short axis for the second mirrors. In front ofthe feeder focus is the 14 Hz bandwidth selection chopper. A set ofL-shaped neutron absorbers within the same vacuum vessel form theso called virtual source, which cuts down the beam to the size of thesample surface.The shape of the virtual source slit is projected to the samplelocation by a set of two elliptical neutron reflectors in the horizontaland vertical planes, the so-called Selene guide, which corrects leading-order aberration effects. As this projection requires extreme precisionfrom the neutron guide, the elliptical reflectors for the two directionsof one Selene guide section are placed within a single C-shaped carrierframe with interferometric metrology and remote adjustable kinematic
mounts for the reflectors. The whole system is then placed on a heavy-duty kinematic mount with temperature stabilisation and inside a largevacuum vessel. This system is designed to allow for an upgrade to anadditional Selene guide set for the second beam that was extracted bythe feeder that also passes through the virtual source.The projection produced by the Selene guide places the sampleposition at 35 m from the moderator. The reflected beam is recorded bya 2D position sensitive detector 4 m from the sample. A detector armwith air pads that can be rotated to a scattering angle of up to 140◦supports the detector, flight tube and polarisation analyser. The samplepositioning is performed using a rotation stage and a precision hexapodsystem. A liquid He flow cryostat can be attached to the hexapod witha fast connection kinematic mount inside a cryomagnet with open bore.Neutron polarisation and frame overlap suppression are performedbefore and after the intermediate focus between the Selene guidemirrors using spiral-shaped transmission mirrors. The spin states areselected with radio frequency spin-flippers and the analysis uses twosubsequent spiral mirrors on the detector arm. The reflection of thefirst analyser mirror can be collected on a different area of the detectorto support measuring of two spin-states simultaneously.The whole neutron flight-path, starting from the outer feeder vesselup to a sapphire window in front of the sample is evacuated and doesnot contain permanent neutron windows, in order to minimise beamlosses due to scattering and absorption. The flight tube on the detectorarm is filled with He gas to reduce background and intensity lossfrom air scattering. Due to the high rate and resolution requirements,Estia will use an ESS-designed detector based on 10B layers undersmall angle (multi-blade design) that will deliver an unprecedentedcount-rate capability and 0.5 mm resolution in the reflection direction.
2.3.3. Estia expected performanceNeutronics calculations show that the neutron optics in Estia shouldbe able to focus the beam down to sizes of 0.1 mm × 1 mm withoutany optical components close to the sample, thus allowing selectedareas of the sample to be measured within large sample environment.Neutron flux at the sample position will be of the order of 109 n s−1cm−2, allowing measurements on 1 mm2 samples within a few hours,as the one shown in Fig. 12. By reducing the chopper to 1/3 sourcefrequency, the wavelength band can be extended, allowing a large Q-range of 0.01–0.14 Å−1 to be measured without moving the sample. For1 cm2 samples this allows time-resolved experiments with sub-secondtime resolution.
2.4. FREIA — Fast reflectometer for extended interfacial analysis
2.4.1. FREIA science caseFREIA is a novel horizontal-sample geometry reflectometer with abroad simultaneous Q-range for structural and time-resolved studies.The instrument design has been optimised for the long-pulse sourceof the ESS and caters principally for soft condensed matter and lifesciences, where both the structure and kinetics are of interest during theformation of thin films or in their response to environmental changes.While the sensitivity of neutrons to different isotopes and magneticproperties offers significant benefits in studies of multicomponent sys-tems, there are significant gains to be made at ESS by taking advantageof the flux increase to allow studies of:
• Self-assembly of surfactants, polymers and proteins at interfaces
• Rearrangement processes in thin films, such as inter-diffusion orannealing processes
• Encapsulation and release of components
• Switchable materials and response to external stimuli
• Surface reactions
The key scientific drivers for the FREIA concept are to allow fastmeasurements across the scientific scope of reflectometry research
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Fig. 11. Estia instrument layout. Components shown in white are foreseen upgrades.
Fig. 12. Simulated experiment on a 1 mm2 sample of a 20 nm nickel layer on silicon measured with Estia using the full divergence of 1.5◦.
including free liquid interfaces. To achieve this, a novel guide and col-limation system have been developed, which allow the entire Q-rangeto be accessed without any movement of the main instrument optics orthe sample. The horizontal sample geometry combined with variableresolution will cater for a broad range of interfaces and samples,including smaller samples than currently used at existing sources.
2.4.2. FREIA instrument layoutAn overview of the FREIA instrument is shown in Fig. 13. FREIAviews the cold moderator and is located in the North hall on port N5.The instrument has a downward-oriented elliptical guide focusing aneutron beam with a broad vertical divergence and wavelength rangeonto a horizontal sample surface. From this high-divergence beam, arange of incident angles can be selected to cover the Q-range of interestwithout moving the sample.The collimation system will have three possible modes. The firstoption is a standard pair of slits that will allow complete freedom toselect an angular resolution or incident angle within a range of approx-imately 0.2◦–3.7◦ for 1% ≤ 𝛥𝜃∕𝜃 ≤ 10% (depending on the desiredbeam footprint on the sample). Typical sample sizes are expected tobe 30 mm (across the beam) by 40 mm (along the beam direction),
although this can be reduced to 20 mm or extended to circa 80 mm.The second option allows fast measurements over the full Q-range tobe carried out because the collimation system will be able to rapidlyswitch between up to three well-collimated incident angles. Sincethis means angle changes are achieved without moving the sample,this arrangement avoids the measurement dead time related to anglechanges and settling times for free liquid surfaces. The speed of thisswitching will initially allow full Q-range measurements to be made ina few seconds, but a foreseen fast-shutter upgrade will increase thisto a sub-second timescale. Finally, the collimation system will alsoallow for an m = 6 supermirror to be inserted to deflect the beamupwards and thereby allow reflections from underneath the interface tobe measured (appropriate for liquid–liquid samples or where complexsample environments are required above the sample).Also under consideration during ongoing design work is a ‘‘Full-divergence’’ mode. This may be appropriate for certain suitable samplesand allows the full 3.5◦ divergent beam to impinge on the sample, ina manner similar to the standard mode of operation of Estia. This islikely to give a significant boost in flux, but is also likely to resultin a significantly higher background since the FREIA optics are notoptimised for this operation mode.
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Fig. 13. FREIA instrument layout. Components shown in white are foreseen upgrades.
Table 5FREIA Quick Facts. All values quoted for the high-resolution and high-flux modesassume the incident angles stated, an angular resolution of 2.5% 𝛥𝜃∕𝜃 and a beamfootprint of 8 × 3 cm2 . In all cases, the flux quoted is for an area perpendicular to thebeam, sized for the same 8 × 3 cm2 footprint. The flux number for the full-divergencemode is preliminary.FREIA Quick Facts
Instrument Class ReflectometryModerator ColdPrimary Flightpath 22.8 mSecondary Flightpath 3.0 mPolarised Incident Beam Available as a foreseen upgradeSample Orientation HorizontalRepresentative IncidentBeam Angles 0.45◦, 0.9◦, 3.4◦(full range 0.2◦–3.7◦ depending on angular resolution)
Standard Mode (14 Hz)
Wavelength Range 2-10 ÅFlux at Sample at2 MW 1 × 105, 5 × 105, 7 × 106 n s−1 cm−2 [high res (WFM)mode]1 × 106, 4 × 106, 6 × 107 n s−1 cm−2 [high flux mode]1 × 108 n s−1 cm−2 [full divergence mode]
Q-Range 0–1 Å−1 (solid samples)0.0045–0.38 Å−1 (free liquids)Q-resolution 3%–3.5% [high res (WFM) mode]5%–23% (across free-liquid Q-range) [high flux mode]2%–6% [full divergence (WFM) mode]
Pulse Skipping Mode (7 Hz)
Wavelength Range 2–18 ÅFlux at Sample 5 × 105, 2 × 106, 3 × 107 n s−1 cm−2 [high flux mode]Q-Range 0–1 Å−1 (solid samples)0.002–0.38 Å−1 (free liquids)Q-resolution 3%–23% (across free-liquid Q-range) [high flux mode]
The natural resolution of the instrument is medium to low (𝛥Q/Q =5%–23% (full width) depending on wavelength and incident angle),and it will also be possible to skip pulses to extend the bandwidthand average resolution in this mode. A foreseen chopper upgrade willimprove the pulse-skipping bandwidth. In the high-resolution mode(𝛥Q/Q < 5%), FREIA will use a Wavelength-Frame-Multiplication(WFM) chopper system, but this mode cannot be used in combinationwith pulse-skipping.FREIA will use the same ‘‘multi-blade’’ ESS detector design [26–29] as used on Estia. The sample-detector distance is 3 m and thedetector will cover 4.75◦ (V) and 3.8◦ (H) with 0.5 mm resolution (V)and 2.5 mm resolution (H) to allow for off-specular measurements. Aforeseen upgrade will extend this angular coverage to 5.7◦ (H & V).
Table 6NMX Quick Facts.NMX Quick Facts
Instrument Class Large-Scale StructuresModerator ColdPrimary Flightpath 157 mSecondary Flightpath 0.2–1.0 mWavelength Range 1.8–10 ÅBandwidth 1.74 ÅFlux at Sample at 2 MW 1 × 109 n s−1 cm−2 (1.8–3.5 Å)Wavelength Resolution 𝛥𝜆∕𝜆 2%–4% (over wavelength range)Beam Divergence Adjustable up to ±0.2◦Beam Size 0.2–5 mm
2.4.3. FREIA expected performanceThe increase in flux and the ability to switch angles without mov-ing the sample on FREIA will mean that full reflectivity curves canbe measured significantly faster than on current instrumentation (seeFig. 14). For the case of the low-resolution mode this will meancomplete measurements on the order of seconds, and for the high-resolution mode around 10–15 min rather than the 30 min to 2 h thathave historically been required, depending on the scattering contrast.We expect this to mean significant improvements to the time-resolutionachievable in kinetic studies and to the throughput of samples in atypical experiment. Alternatively, the increase in flux can be used toreduce the sample size. The standard footprint length of 40 mm isalready smaller than generally used elsewhere and smaller samples arealso feasible.
2.5. NMX — Macromolecular diffractometer
2.5.1. NMX science caseMacromolecular crystallography is a work-horse method in struc-tural biology, but the vast majority of structures are determined usingX-rays as the incident radiation. Yet the functionally critical hydrogenatoms are almost always invisible in X-ray structures.The NMX Macromolecular Diffractometer is a time-of-flight (TOF)quasi-Laue diffractometer optimised for small samples and large unitcells dedicated to the crystallographic structure determination of bi-ological macromolecules. The main scientific driver is to locate thehydrogen atoms relevant for the function of the macromolecule.The ESS long pulse source is well suited for a quasi-Laue macro-molecular diffractometer that can spread the background in the TOFdimension, while the Bragg peaks are observed at a defined TOF. There-fore, a macromolecular diffractometer at the ESS could be used either tostudy systems with smaller crystals or larger unit cell volumes. Growingwell-ordered protein crystals of cubic millimetre volume is extremely
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Fig. 14. (Left) Simulated reflectivity from a 40 × 40 mm2 air-D2 O interface with the WFM system off and angular resolution 𝛥𝜃∕𝜃 = 4%, taken from the FREIA instrumentproposal. (Right) The simulated resolution on FREIA in this high-flux mode for the three angles of incidence listed in Table 5.
difficult, so the instrument is optimised for sub-millimetre crystal sizes.As the background from incoherent scattering increases dramaticallyif all 1H cannot be replaced by 2H, the instrument proposed here hasa significant inherent advantage with systems where per-deuterationcannot be achieved. Many challenging and interesting proteins fall intothis category, as they cannot be expressed in prokaryotic systems withhigh enough yield.One of the limiting factors with current instruments is that thefixed detector geometry only allows a maximal unit cell edge of ∼150Å to be resolved without a compromise in the diffraction resolution(dmin). The NMX instrument allows larger unit cells to be resolved byincreasing the crystal-to-detector distance, which incurs an increasein the data collection time, but reflections to the same dmin can stillbe observed by swinging the detector in scattering angle 2𝜃. Manyof the scientifically most interesting systems, such as proton pumpingmembrane proteins, crystallise in large unit cells, so being able toresolve a large unit cell edge is a unique advantage. The combinationof a neutron flux comparable to leading high flux reactor instruments,such as LADI-III, together with the advantages of time-of-flight – theability to resolve large unit cells and the ability to better separate signalfrom background – leads to world-leading performance particularlywith the experimentally most challenging systems. This will transformneutron macromolecular crystallography into a technique that cananswer a significantly larger number of hydrogen-related questions inbiomolecular science than before.
2.5.2. NMX instrument layoutThe instrument is located at beamport W1 in the west sector andwill view the cold part of the moderator assembly. The neutron flightpath length from the moderator to the sample is 157.6 m, whichleads to a wavelength resolution 𝛥𝜆∕𝜆 of 4.0% at 1.8 Å. The nominalbandwidth with no frame-overlap (assuming a pulse length of 2.86 ms)is 1.72 Å. The main instrument parameters can be found in Table 6 andthe instrument layout is shown schematically in Fig. 15.The beam delivery system transports the neutron beam from themoderator to the sample. The monolith insert contains a guide starting2089 mm from the centre of the moderator cold source, which isparallel in the horizontal direction but tapers vertically from 28 mmto 45 mm. The guide is 30 mm wide and the coating on all sides ism = 2. The in-monolith guide section is 3.5 m long, followed by a 0.5m straight 30 × 45 mm2 guide section with m = 1 coating inside thelight shutter system immediately outside the monolith. A curved guidewith a curvature radius of 1200 m starts immediately after the gammashutter and deflects the beam out of line-of-sight from the moderatorat 17 m. The curving is achieved with straight guide elements that are500 mm long. 36 pieces are required for the 18 m distance between the
gamma shutter and the bunker wall insert. The m-value is m = 2.3 onthe outward side of the curve, while m = 1 is sufficient on the threeother sides. The guide cross-section is 30 × 45 mm2 throughout thecurve. After the curved guide ends, before the 3.5 m thick bunker wall,an insert allows neutron optical elements to be placed inside the wall.The insert will contain an m = 2 guide quasi-parabolically taperinghorizontally from 30 × 45 mm2 to 45 × 45 mm2 cross-section. Outsidethe bunker follows a straight guide with 45 × 45 mm2 cross-sectionand m = 1. The final 10 m of the guide will consist of a focusingelement. The focal distance is 9 m, which places the focal point pastthe sample position, so that the sample is illuminated by a convergentrather than fully divergent beam. The half parabola starts at 144 mfrom the moderator and consists of ten 500 mm pieces, followed bytwenty 250 mm pieces. The cross-section at the start of the focusing is45 × 45 mm2 and 30 × 30 mm2 at the end.The chopper system consists of two chopper units for wavelengthselection. All choppers are operating at 14 Hz frequency and with a70 cm disc diameter. The first chopper unit has a single disc with a 78◦opening and is located outside the common shielding bunker at 28.67m from the moderator directly after the first shutter. The choice of thisposition is largely driven by the maintainability and serviceability con-siderations of placing the chopper unit outside the common shieldingbunker and outside line-of-sight to the moderator. The second chopperunit is located at 51 m from the moderator. It consists of two co-rotatingdiscs with 140◦ openings. The first disc defines the opening time of theunit and the second disc defines the closing time, so that the relativephase between the two discs defines the total open time. This allowsthe nominal bandwidth to be chosen by simply re-phasing the two discs.The setting that allows full transmission of the nominal bandwidth alsoleads to a significant penumbra in the neighbouring frame, which is notexpected to be problematic for most experiments. This penumbra can,however, be easily eliminated by narrowing the nominal bandwidth.The collimation system consists of slits and collimation tubes thatdefine the beam at the sample position in terms of the size and diver-gence. The collimation length of 3.65 m allows a 5 × 5 mm2 samplearea to be illuminated with the full ±0.1◦ divergence. For smallersamples slightly higher divergences can be used if needed.The sample is positioned in the beam with a six-axis robotic go-niometer.The detector system consists of three detector panels mounted on asix-axis robotic arm each. Each arm is placed on a high-precision rail,effectively adding another axis. This setup allows to position the panelsat 0.2–1 m distance from the sample anywhere in the top hemisphereup to 165◦ scattering angle at the panel edge. The detector panelsthemselves are based on a gas-electron multiplier (GEM) with a Gdconverter [30] in order to achieve ∼200 μm spatial resolution.
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Fig. 15. NMX instrument layout.
2.5.3. NMX expected performanceScientific performance is a very complex and intrinsically subjectivequantity to measure and depends on many other factors than thepurely technical performance of the instrument and its components.The assessment below tries to address those aspects of the technicalperformance that affect the data collection time. The principal technicalchallenges are the limited crystal size and the high background.The data collection time depends strongly on the crystal size andother crystal properties such as symmetry, mosaicity, hydrogen contentand the background from the surrounding mother liquor. The otherrelevant variables are the beam brilliance and the solid angle subtendedby the detectors.The neutronic performance was evaluated by ray-tracing MonteCarlo simulations using the McStas package. The beam profile at thesample position is essentially a top-hat function with a negligible halowhich will be achieved by using a pinhole that is moved sufficientlyclose before the sample (typically a few mm). The time-averagedflux from the ray-tracing Monte Carlo simulations is 1.5 × 109 n s−1cm−2 with ±0.2◦ divergence. This flux is significantly higher than, forexample, the measured flux of 5 × 107 n s−1 cm−2 at LADI-III (ILL) atits new H143 position for a 3–4 Å wavelength range [31].The time-averaged flux comparison does not take into account thesignal-to-background gain from using the time-of-flight Laue method.In the absence of any background from the crystal or its surroundingmother liquor the counting time required to reach a given signal-to-noise ratio for a single Laue spot is essentially defined by the spectralflux at the wavelength where the reflection is excited and the detectornoise. If, however, we take into account the background, the count-ing time needed for a given signal-to-noise ratio in the absence ofwavelength resolution (conventional Laue) becomes a function of thespectral flux (and detector efficiency) at all the wavelengths withinthe wavelength range where background is generated and the integralof that background across the wavelength range used. In the case ofusing the TOF information as well, the counting time is defined by thebackground only at the wavelength where the reflection is excited. Ifwe assume the background to be fairly uniform across the wavelengthrange, the gain factor over a continuous source Laue instrument ofsimilar time averaged flux (such as LADI-III) depends very strongly onthe level background from the sample. With the concept proposed here,the time width of a reflection is ∼4 ms, which is 6% of the 71.4 mstimeframe. This means that the effective background is lowered by afactor of ∼20 by using the TOF method. In macromolecular crystallog-raphy the background from the crystal and its surroundings is typicallyvery much larger than the actual Bragg peak heights, especially for theweakest reflections that define the required counting time. Therefore,the impact of lowering the effective background is most pronounced forlarge unit cells where the average intensity of reflections falls rapidly
with resolution. The implication is that the counting time requiredfor the same crystal can be reduced by a factor of 20 or – moreimportantly – a crystal 20 times smaller can be used. This represents aconservative estimate of the performance gain, as e.g. no improvementsin detector efficiency or reductions in gamma-ray background havebeen considered.The ability to move the detectors allows data collection from mod-erately large unit cell systems despite the relatively modest TOF reso-lution. This relies on the high spatial resolution of the detectors [30],which allows the reflections to be separated in a combination of detec-tor coordinates and TOF (Fig. 16).
3. Instruments for imaging and engineering diffraction
The high flux and unique time structure of the ESS opens unprece-dented possibilities also for samples and processes that are to be studiedby dedicated Imaging and Engineering Diffraction instruments. Thisinstrument class consists of ODIN (Optical and Diffraction Imaging withNeutrons) and BEER (Beamline for European materials EngineeringResearch). Both are multi-purpose instruments that will be capableof addressing many different scientific questions within their scope(engineering materials and processes, cultural heritage, energy devices,etc.) due to their high degree of flexibility, pulse-shaping optionsand adaptability. In particular, the sophisticated pulse-shaping optionsallow a flexible trade-off between high flux and high wavelength res-olution whenever needed, allowing unprecedented in-situ studies forwhich specialised sample environment can be accommodated in thespacious experimental caves.Engineering diffractometers are specialised diffraction instrumentsthat are characterised by the ability to define gauge volumes withinlarger samples, often of complex shape, while detectors and wavelengthresolutions are optimised for high precision d-spacing measurementsfrom which lattice strain and residual stress can be deduced [32]. Aspecial feature of BEER will be to offer very fast strain measurementsusing a newly developed variant of the pulse-shaping method in whichseveral high-resolution pulses are extracted from the same source pulse.On top of this, standard pulse shaping at BEER will offer the possibilityfor very fast phase transition studies – in particular during real-timeprocessing – where the wavelength resolution can be relaxed in orderto gain intensity. Moreover, an extended detector coverage will allowto efficiently measure texture and to follow texture evolution duringin-situ studies.Neutron Imaging has (mainly within the last decade) evolved from abasic attenuation-based contrast technique into several more advancedimaging techniques by exploiting the wave-particle duality of neutronsand their magnetic moment [33,34]. It can now be considered as oneof the most versatile neutron-based characterisation methods, which
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Fig. 16. The separation of some simulated example high-resolution reflections from bovine heart cytochrome c oxidase at 1 m detector distance in the spatial and time-of-flightdimensions on NMX.
is also reflected in its broad user base at existing facilities. Several ofthe utilised imaging techniques have different requirements regardingwavelength resolution and accommodating them efficiently within thesame instrument has been a challenge. The long ESS pulse in combi-nation with the WFM pulse-shaping choppers at ODIN will provide themost efficient way to satisfy these requirements within one instrumentwhile offering the flexibility to adapt to future developments.It is mainly in the user community, where significant overlap be-tween BEER and ODIN can be expected. As a real-space technique,imaging is especially useful for probing spatial variations e.g. within‘‘real world’’ engineering samples, cultural heritage artefacts, or as-sembled components and devices, while engineering diffraction canthen probe specific locations in greater detail. An ongoing trend anddevelopment is to not only exploit diffraction contrast in transmis-sion imaging itself but also to complement imaging with diffractiondetectors, as spatial information in real space can be combined withcomplementary information from reciprocal space [35]. While espe-cially the latter methods are still under development, one can expectsome major improvements by the time the ESS instruments becomeoperational. One upgrade option at ODIN foresees to complement theinstrument with diffraction detectors, while imaging will be one of theday-one configurations available at BEER. Tomography-driven diffrac-tion experiments, i.e. locating regions within a sample of complexgeometry by 3D-imaging that should be investigated in more detailby engineering diffraction, will be another common application wheresynergies between instruments in this class can be expected.The strategy to centralise software and data management (includinganalysis) for all instruments at the ESS Data Management and SoftwareCentre will enable an even more efficient toolbox for investigatingsamples using more than one instrument.Both BEER and ODIN will provide ample space in the sample areato allow not only for large and complex samples but also for bulkysample environments. The high flux of the ESS will enable in-situand in-operando studies that will set the instruments apart from mostinstruments at current facilities. It is planned that sample environmentswill be shared across instruments, where in particular ODIN and BEERwill have several common requirements on their capabilities, such as(thermo-)mechanical loading and processing, simulation of industrialprocesses and thermal treatments to name a few. The differing require-ments due to the different experimental geometries will be accountedfor by adaptable designs.The test beamline is also briefly described in this section. Though itis not foreseen to be made available for scientific experiments within
Table 7BEER Quick Facts.BEER Quick Facts
Instrument Class Engineering DiffractionModerator BispectralPrimary Flightpath 158 mSecondary Flightpath 2 mWavelength Range 0.8–6 ÅBandwidth 1.7 Åd-spacing Range 0.6–7 Å
Pulse-Shaping Mode
Resolution 𝛥d/d Adjustable 0.22–0.3(0.53a)%Flux at Sample at 2 MW Adjustable 1.8–4.4(13a) × 107 n s−1 cm−2
Modulation Mode
Resolution 𝛥d/d Adjustable 0.13%–0.45%Flux at Sample at 2 MW Adjustable 2.3–13 × 107 n s−1 cm−2
aAvailable as a foreseen upgrade.
the user programme, it will play an important role firstly in character-ising the neutron source and later in supporting the user programmeon the other instruments in a variety of ways, including method devel-opments, component characterisation and crystal alignment.
3.1. BEER — Advanced engineering diffractometer
3.1.1. BEER science caseBEER — the Beamline for European materials Engineering Researchis a time of flight diffractometer dedicated to the support of the latestprogress in development, fabrication, optimisation, and degradationmonitoring of modern engineering materials by neutron scatteringanalysis. The main tasks of BEER are the following (see Table 7):
• enabling fast in-situ and in-operando characterisation of materialsand their micro-structure during processing conditions close toreal ones
• providing state-of-the-art and fast analysis of residual stresses, mi-crostructure/crystallographic texture characterisation and phaseanalysis.
The newly developed pulse modulation technique extracts several shortpulses out of the long ESS pulse [36] using a dedicated chopper system.It leads to the multiplexing of Bragg reflections and thus to substan-tial intensity gains for high-symmetry materials while preserving theresolution.
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Fig. 17. BEER instrument layout. Components shown in white are foreseen upgrades.
With the ability to switch between the modulation technique andthe standard pulse-shaping technique, BEER is a versatile engineeringdiffractometer providing an easily tuneable trade-off between resolu-tion and flux across wide wavelength and resolution ranges. Togetherwith a large detector coverage, BEER enables sub-second in-situ mea-surements for many applications, fast residual strain scans even insamples with complex geometry, phase analysis of complex compositesystems where high resolution can be employed if needed, as well as thestudy of texture evolutions during processing. While it can be expectedthat the majority of users at BEER will come from the engineeringmaterials community, it should be noted that at existing facilities,the spatial scanning possibilities have also attracted users with theobjective to study e.g. cultural heritage objects or energy devices.
3.1.2. BEER instrument layoutAn overview of the BEER instrument can be seen in Fig. 17. Neu-trons from the cold and thermal moderator are extracted and mergedinto the neutron guide using a bi-spectral switch (150 double-coatedSi blades), installed just after the monolith light shutter at a distanceof 6 m from the source. The following straight guide section with alength of about 4 m contains a chopper cascade with initially 4 chopperdiscs. The first two choppers, both running at 168 Hz, are used whenthe pulse-shaping mode is active. The two choppers are operated inoptical blind mode providing constant relative wavelength resolutionwhich is tuned by changing the distance between the choppers via atranslation stage. The pulse modulation mode uses a modulation chop-per containing a disc with several equally distributed openings runningwith frequencies between 42 and 280 Hz, allowing fine-tuning of theresolution and the Bragg multiplication for the experimental needs.Two additional frame definition choppers, the first placed betweenthe second pulse-shaping chopper and the modulation chopper andthe last at 79.55 m define the wavelength band and block undesiredframe overlaps between successive sources pulses. The neutron guidesfollowing the chopper cascade in the bunker section have a bendingradius of R = −2 km, thus closing the direct line-of-sight within thebunker section which ends at 28 m from the source [37]. Outside thebunker, the instrument shutter is installed followed by an expansion ofthe neutron guide to an optimised cross-section of 40 × 80 mm2 (H ×V) The long curved transport guide section (R = 20 km) delivers theneutrons from 39 m to 144.5 m, only interrupted by the second framedefinition chopper. The last section of the optical system focuses theneutron beam vertically onto the sample. Further beam conditioning ispossible by three adjustable slits; two located at 152 m and 155 m forbeam divergence definition, and a third slit at a variable distance beforethe sample to define the beam size. The last two metres of the focusingsection allow for exchanging the focusing guide by an element withabsorbing walls and thus further tuning the divergence of the neutronbeam.
Precise positioning of samples and sample environments can becarried out with a robotic system with many degrees of freedomincluding rotation, e.g. for texture measurements, or a hexapod forsamples up to 2 t in weight. It is possible to integrate a wide rangeof sample environments at BEER, both ESS-provided and user-madeones. Initially, a deformation rig will allow tensile and compressiontesting with a maximum force capacity of 60 kN and simultaneous heattreatment with temperatures up to 1200 ◦C. A dilatometer is expectedto provide fast, controlled heating and cooling of the sample underload.Two 1 × 1 m2 large detectors collect the neutrons scattered fromthe sample. The detectors are placed at ± 90◦ and are based on 10B4Cconverters [38]. This technique combines an inherent high time andposition resolution with a high count-rate capability [39]. Each detec-tor is equipped with a set of exchangeable radial collimators whichtogether with the input slit define the gauge volume. The initial setof radial collimators can define horizontal gauge sizes of 1 or 4 mm.Together with the adjustable slit system in front of the sample, theycan define a gauge volume from about 1 to 64 mm2. Further sets ofradial collimators are foreseen, extending the range of gauge widths tobetween 0.5 and 5 mm.The design of BEER foresees further upgrades of the initial in-strument (items shown as white in Fig. 17). Additional choppers forpulse-shaping and additional pulse-modulation modes will extend theavailable intensity/resolution ranges while two more frame definitionchoppers will allow for alternating or extending the wavelength band.Extending the detector coverage in the horizontal and vertical planewill allow for simultaneous measurements of additional strain compo-nents and in-situ monitoring of texture evolutions. By implementing anadditional SANS detector within the large instrument cave, a uniquecombination of simultaneous diffraction and SANS measurement willbecome possible and e.g. enable to link the development of precipitatesto crystallographic microstructure.Imaging will be possible from day 1, by borrowing a TOF imagingdetector from ODIN, or by using a standard camera-based system. Whilethe latter will be useful for sample positioning and collecting imagesbased on attenuation contrast, the TOF imaging detector will enablee.g. Bragg-edge imaging that can provide complementary informationon the phase, strain and texture variations across the sample.In close proximity to the experimental cave of BEER, a preparationand testing laboratory is available. Pre-aligned sample environmentscan be easily moved in and out of the cave on a transportation platform.This infrastructure also allows for long-term experiments, by condition-ing/testing samples in the preparation laboratory while periodicallymeasuring them using neutrons.
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Fig. 18. Simulated pattern of duplex steel as simulated on the 90◦ detector of BEERin the modulation mode.
3.1.3. BEER expected performanceBased on neutronics calculations for a source power of 2 MW it isexpected that the BEER instrument will be comparable in terms of fluxwith leading existing engineering instruments such as TAKUMI [40] orVULCAN [41,42] when using the pulse-shaping technique, but BEERoutperforms them when using the pulse modulation mode. Further-more, BEER offers a much larger versatility: The resolution 𝛥d/d can betuned between 0.15 and 0.5% (high- and medium-resolution mode) inthe initial state of the instrument. It can be relaxed to 0.8% for the high-flux setting after implementing the upgrades. The simulated averageflux on the sample position is of the order of 107 to 108 n s−1 cm−2depending on the resolution.The modulation technique on BEER allows an increase of the fluxon the sample without sacrificing resolution. The simulated diffractionpattern of duplex steel, shown in Fig. 18, demonstrates the principle ofthe modulation technique: several sub-pulses – well separated in wave-length – arrive at the same time at the detector, producing multiplexedangularly separated Bragg reflections which can be summed up. Thistechnique can be used for highly symmetric materials (like most of theengineering materials are) where the Bragg reflections do not overlapwithin the spectral bandwidth.In summary, BEER will push the boundaries of what is possible atpresent while being a very versatile instrument.
3.2. ODIN — Multi-purpose imaging beamline
3.2.1. ODIN science caseODIN (Optical and Diffraction Imaging with Neutrons) is a multi-purpose Neutron Imaging instrument. Neutron Imaging, originallybased purely on attenuation, has evolved dramatically. Now energy-and polarisation-dependent imaging techniques as well asinterferometry-based approaches can be applied across a broad spec-trum of scientific disciplines and applications see [35,43–45] andreferences therein. ODIN will offer a wide variety of methods withunmatched capabilities taking advantage of the full flexibility offeredby the unprecedented source time-structure and brightness of ESS.ODIN will open up new research and will not only push the limits ofcurrent applications but will add many more by significantly shiftingthe boundaries of what can be done today (see Table 8).Simultaneous structural resolution on the macroscopic scale of di-rect imaging and of microscopic features from small-angle scattering aswell as in the atomic range of crystalline lattices can, for example, becombined with the resolution of magnetic interactions with polarisedneutrons. Advanced neutron imaging techniques will help to deepenour understanding of phase transitions in high Tc superconductors
Table 8ODIN Quick Facts.ODIN Quick Facts
Instrument Class ImagingModerator BispectralPrimary Flightpath 50 m (to pin-hole)Secondary Flightpath 2–14 m (pin-hole to sample)Wavelength Range 1–10 ÅField of View 20 × 20 cm2L/D Ratio Tuneable 300–10,000Incident Beam Polarisation OptionalPolarisation Analysis OptionalBandwidth at 14 Hz 4.5 Å
White-Beam Mode
Flux at Sample at 2 MW 1.2 × 109 n s−1 cm−2 at 10 m, 𝐿∕𝐷 = 300Spatial Resolution <10 μm
TOF Mode without Pulse-Shaping
Flux at Sample at 2 MW 9 × 108 n s−1 cm−2 at 10 m, 𝐿∕𝐷 = 300Spatial Resolution <10 μmWavelength Resolution 𝛥𝜆∕𝜆 = 10% at 𝜆 = 2 Å
TOF Mode with Pulse-Shaping
Flux at Sample at 2 MW 1 × 108 n s−1 cm−2 at 10 m, L/D = 300, 𝛥𝜆∕𝜆=1%Spatial Resolution ∼50 μmWavelength Resolution Adjustable <0.5%–1% (constant for all 𝜆)
and magnetic materials, ion propagation in alternative energy devices,structural anomalies in complex industrial materials, and in the studyof biological and polymer membranes among many others. The list isvast and broad as well as the impact in industrial and basic research.ODIN will employ the latest detector technology to offer the state-of-the-art spatial resolution on day one, with straightforward benefits:it will enable deeper access to structural and failure analysis in non-destructive testing, materials science, cultural heritage etc. The neutronmetallurgical studies of the Titanic rivets and the metal structures ofthe World Trade Center Twin Towers are famous examples. But alsostudies of, for example, fuel cells or water uptake studies in plant-rootsystems will benefit from ODIN with their need to resolve structuresin the 5–50 μm range while being able to choose a desired wavelengthband for optimal contrast conditions.Using wavelength-resolved imaging with tuneable medium to highwavelength resolution (𝛥𝜆∕𝜆 of 1% down to <0.5%), ODIN will providesignificantly increased chemical and structural sensitivity compared totraditional instruments with no or only fixed wavelength resolutions.This will contribute to a better understanding of structural phasetransition and failure analysis in engineering materials, provide newinsights into geological samples (igneous rocks or meteorites for ex-ample), and it will not only help with provenance and manufacturingstudies of invaluable artefacts but also with the advancement of novelmanufacturing techniques. In energy research, this modality enablesincreased sensitivity, which will help to better understand the processesin rechargeable batteries and hydrogen storage materials for example.Relatively new techniques such as phase contrast, dark-field con-trast and polarised neutron imaging will greatly benefit from the highbrilliance and in particular from the long pulse structure of the ESS,which will be optimally exploited by a versatile chopper system. Thisenables novel quantitative approaches, making such conventionallytime-consuming investigations significantly more efficient. These tech-niques can not only help to visualise inhomogeneities in magnetic fieldsand structures, magnetic phase transitions, and individual magneticdomains, providing invaluable insights into the structure and behaviourof magnetic materials and superconductors, but also enable spatiallyresolved SANS studies in engineering materials and soft condensedmatter, with the possibility to characterise cracks, pores, sedimentationof colloids or directionality of fibres beyond the spatial resolution limit.
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Pioneering neutron imaging techniques, such as Spin-Echo Modula-tion, Small-Angle Neutron Scattering and Far Field Neutron Interferom-etry, further underline the need for a new neutron imaging instrumentwith the uncompromising nature and versatility that ODIN will provide.
3.2.2. ODIN instrument layoutThe basic concept of ODIN is based on the considerations in [43,46].The layout is shown schematically in Fig. 19. ODIN is a medium-length instrument located at beamport S2 and, thanks to the bi-spectralextraction, it will view both the cold and the thermal moderators. Thecomplete chopper system, with the exception of one chopper, is locatedinside the bunker, as is a heavy shutter. The cave will contain the pin-hole selector system, sample area, detector systems, and the beam stop;it will also provide ample space for sample environments and otherequipment needed for specific imaging modalities.The neutron optics system has been optimised for the transportof divergence of ±0.7◦ both horizontally and vertically in order tohave a homogeneously illuminated area of 15 × 15 cm2 at the 60 msample position and up to 20 × 20 cm2 at 64 m. Given the choice touse the Wavelength Frame Multiplication (WFM) concept to tune thewavelength resolution, an eye-of-the-needle approach in the horizontaldirection is used, for a fast and uniform horizontal chopping of thebeam. That is accomplished by a feeder guide that focuses the beam to1.5 cm in the horizontal direction at the WFM chopper position (centrebetween the two WFM choppers) followed by a ballistic guide with thefirst focus between the WFM choppers and the second focus at 50 m,the cave entrance. Given the small size of the new moderator concept,matching the intended maximum size of the pinhole at the entranceof the cave, a ballistic approach has been employed in the verticaldirection. The m-coating along the guide was optimised for efficienttransport of neutron with wavelengths ≥1 Å through extensive McStassimulations.The chopper system is based on the concept outlined in [47] andin part realised at the ESS test beamline [47,48] installed at HZB inBerlin. It has been specified for ODIN in detail in [49,50]. The mainoperation modes are outlined in the ODIN instrument proposal [51].The choppers can all be parked open for a White Beam operationalmode without TOF. With just the bandwidth choppers running, TOFimaging is enabled with the wavelength resolution defined by theproton pulse width (𝛥𝜆∕𝜆 = 10% at 2 Å). With the pulse-shaping WFMchopper system as well as the rest of the chopper cascade running, thewavelength resolution is adjustable down to 𝛥𝜆∕𝜆 < 0.5%.The cave structure will be an assembly of borated lining, steel and2.3 g/cm3 concrete for shielding purposes. The inside dimensions are7 m width, 5 m height, and 2.4 and 13.6 m length (along the beam)for the optical and experimental caves, respectively, to provide amplespace for versatile sample environment and experimental set-ups. Acontrol hutch and a sample preparation area space will be adjacent tothe cave entrance.The experimental cave of ODIN will be accessible through a slidingdoor and if necessary also from the whole roof. A pin-hole selectoris placed at 50 m from the moderator, and the main measurementpositions are foreseen at 52 m, 60 m, and up to 64 m. The first onewill be used for high flux measurements (for instance for dynamicprocesses with high temporal resolutions) with smaller field-of-viewrequirements, the second one will serve the majority of applications,and the last one is dedicated to the study of larger samples.The choice of detector is dictated by the specific experiment. Forthis reason, a portfolio of detectors [52] and an optical bench in thecave will be available in order to offer all the options needed to positionsample and detector(s) with high flexibility in the flight path.The design of ODIN also foresees further upgrades of the initialinstrument layout, including neutron grating interferometry, spin echomodulated dark field imaging, polarised neutron imaging and X-raytomography, where a 90◦ set-up shall allow taking data from the samesample simultaneously, thus making 4D data comparisons possible. Amajor upgrade is envisaged and will include the capacity of ODIN forimplementing diffraction-supported neutron imaging
3.2.3. ODIN expected performanceThe performance of an imaging instrument depends on flux, beamsize, divergence and homogeneity of the neutron beam at the sampleposition. The available wavelength resolution is an additional impor-tant performance criterion for TOF based imaging. A flux comparison isshown in Fig. 20 where the ODIN flux was simulated for an ESS powerof 2 MW and is compared for different wavelength resolutions withimaging facilities at steady state sources (left) and a short pulse source(right)Neutron Flux: With its long pulse and high neutron flux, the an-ticipated flux at the 60 m sample position will be about 1.2 × 109 ns−1 cm−2 (at 2 MW and at the minimum achievable L/D of 300). Thisis at least three times higher than currently at steady-state sources.Simulations predict that ODIN will outperform the short-pulse-sourceinstruments even when conditioning the beam for high wavelengthresolution.Beam characteristics: The neutron beam profile at the 60 m sampleposition is, as a simulation shows, homogeneous over a field of view ofabout 15 × 15 cm2. A pin-hole selector will enable variable collimationup to L/D = 10,000, which is unprecedented.Wavelength resolution: The anticipated best wavelength resolutionof about 0.5% is ambitious but achievable due to the sophisticatedchopper system. Currently, steady-state sources offer wavelength res-olutions down to about 1% while beam-lines at SNS and J-PARCanticipate around 0.3%. In contrast to the latter, ODIN can traderesolution for flux and hence most efficiently tailor to the needs ofspecific experiments.
3.2.4. ODIN summaryWith its high flux, high beam quality and flexible wavelength reso-lution ODIN has the potential of setting the state of the art in neutronimaging. This will require steady monitoring and development of allexperimental components needed for existing and upcoming advancedtechniques, which are currently foreseen as upgrades (e.g. gratinginterferometry). This, however, appears to be a straightforward taskgiven the collaborative nature of the neutron imaging community ofwhich the ODIN team is an active part.
3.3. Test beamline
The primary purpose of the test beamline is to characterise thetarget-reflector-moderator system, verifying the performance of theneutron source at the start of operations, and then throughout the op-eration of the facility. In its basic configuration, it is a pin-hole imagingstation for viewing the moderator assembly, with a double-disc chopperat the pin-hole position to provide tuneable wavelength resolution andwavelength band selection. A position sensitive detector (PSD) will beplaced at 17 m from the moderators with an adjustable pin-hole at thehalf-way position, enabling to spatially image the neutrons of differentwavelengths emerging from the moderator (see Fig. 21).Especially, during the early years of ESS, the test beamline willserve to establish the moderator performance as a function of thevarious operating parameters of the accelerator and target systems,including the proton beam power, stability, pulse length, and beamrastering, as well as the moderator temperature and ortho-para ratioof the hydrogen.As the facility matures, the test beamline will be adapted to fulfiladditional objectives. There are a variety of ways in which it can sup-port the user programme directly, such as aligning and characterisingsingle crystals or performing exploratory imaging or diffraction studiesof samples to be measured on one of the user instruments. It will alsoserve as a local characterisation station to support technical devel-opments in areas such as neutron optics, polarisation, shielding anddetectors. Moreover, the test-beamline will provide a platform for theevaluation of novel methods and improvement of existing measurementtechniques. Several potential upgrade paths will be possible due to themodular design.
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Fig. 19. ODIN instrument layout. Components shown in white are foreseen upgrades.
Fig. 20. Flux comparison between ODIN and other imaging facilities for an L/D of 300. The flux on ODIN is defined to be 1.0. The data for this figure are taken from [53–56]and from private communications with the respective instrument teams. While a detailed comparison of these vastly different instruments is beyond the scope of this paper, suchcalculations can serve as a starting point in comparing the expected performances of ODIN at different experimental conditions with existing facilities.
Fig. 21. Test beamline instrument layout.
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Fig. 22. Comparison of diffractometers at ESS and short pulse spallation sources withrespect to wavelength and resolution near backscattering. Pulse shaping at ESS providesa large flexibility to adjust resolution within the shown large areas in a trade-off forintensity, while for other instruments these characteristics appear as horizontal lines.ESS diffractometers are limited to a shortest wavelength of 0.5 Å. Bandwidths are 1.8Å for HEIMDAL and MAGiC, and 3.6 Å for DREAM. With pulse-shaping the resolutionin 𝛥𝜆∕𝜆 improves with wavelength 𝜆, limited at the highest resolutions by path-lengthuncertainties 𝛥s/s.
4. Diffraction instruments
The initial diffraction suite at the ESS comprises the two powderdiffractometers DREAM and HEIMDAL, and the single-crystal diffrac-tometer MAGiC. In addition, there are diffractometers for macromolec-ular crystallography and engineering, NMX and BEER, described in thesections on Large-Scale Structures and Engineering, respectively.Powder diffractometers, in particular, seem naturally suited forshort-pulse spallation sources, as they optimally exploit the brilliancefrom sharp neutron pulses as generated by dedicated, typically poi-soned, moderators. In addition, short pulses at short wavelength arerequired for high Q resolution. So why should we build powder diffrac-tometers at the long-pulse source ESS? The key for competitivenessis the superior peak brightness rather than the huge time-averageflux. Pulse-shaping choppers allow tailoring of the time/wavelengthresolution appropriately to the need, competitively for wavelengthslarger than approximately 0.5 Å. Using different chopper speeds createsa particular value: an enormous flexibility in resolution. The resultsfor the ESS diffractometers are shown in Fig. 22. For the sake ofcomparison, the graph includes also the characteristics of a few powderdiffractometers at short-pulse spallation sources: NOMAD and POW-GEN at SNS, WISH at ISIS, and SuperHRPD at J-PARC. Note that thenatural pulses of short-pulse spallation sources yield single horizontallines on the graph, while the ESS diffraction instruments use chopper-generated pulses with wavelength-independent opening times, leadingto the shown inclined resolution functions. These can be tuned easilywith chopper speed from low to extremely high resolution.The accessible regions of DREAM and HEIMDAL can reach andeven significantly improve the resolution of SuperHRPD, and we recall,with superior brightness. Pulse shaping with fixed 𝛥t (or 𝛥d) resolu-tion allows benefitting favourably from the merits of very differentpowder diffractometers; e.g., the wavelength-band of DREAM comprisessuitable resolutions for probing different length-scales covering PDF,crystallography at atomic length scale and also, for large unit cells,subtle symmetry breaking and peak splitting, as if making combineduse of NOMAD, POWGEN and SuperHRPD.The two powder diffractometers are quite complementary with adifferent sample-detector geometry, vertical (HEIMDAL) versus hori-zontal (DREAM) cylindrical geometry. Furthermore, with 150 m length
Table 9DREAM Quick Facts.DREAM Quick Facts
Instrument Class DiffractionModerator BispectralPrimary Flightpath 76.5 mSecondary Flightpath 1.1 m (end-cap and mantle detectors)2.5 m (high-resolution and low-angle detectors)
Wavelength Range 0.5–4.1 ÅFlux at Sample at 2 MW 1.4 × 107 n s−1 cm−2 (𝛥d = 3 × 10−4 Å)1.0 × 109 n s−1 cm−2 (𝛥d = 2.5 × 10−2 Å)
Q-Range 0.2 (0.01a)–25 Å−1Detector Coverage 1.82 (5.12a) srd-spacing Resolution 𝛥d Adjustable 3 × 10−4–2.5 × 10−2 Å
aAvailable as a foreseen upgrade.
the focus of the instrument HEIMDAL lies on an intense short thermalwavelength band of 1.8 Å, while the 75 m long instrument DREAMfurther includes cold neutrons for a wider band width of 3.6 Å, partic-ularly for studying more complex and larger unit cell structures. Bothare upgradeable to access multiple length scales, especially HEIMDALby including a second cold beam for SANS and imaging options.A new feature of the ESS is the availability of both thermal andcold moderators for each beamline. Instruments can make use of both,substantially broadening their applicability and science case; MAGiCcan switch between thermal and cold sources, while DREAM viewssimultaneously both moderators via a bi-spectral switch, transparentfor thermal and reflecting for cold neutrons.A common feature of these three diffractometers is a new detectortype based on 10B coated cathode elements in an inclined geometry,known as Jalousie-detectors. The many detection layers (typically 10layers) enable high efficiency (>50% at 1 Å) and high count-ratecapability, particularly important for single crystal diffraction. The spa-tial resolution determined by its multi-wire grid structure on DREAMis approximately 5 mm. HEIMDAL, MAGiC (and also BEER) on theother hand, will use single-sided 10B coated elements, which allowsto improve the resolution favourably in the 2𝜃 direction further totypically 2 mm. Since these detectors provide vertical resolution inaddition, all instruments, including powder diffractometers, are capableof single crystal diffraction, as well as being sensitive to texture.The single crystal diffractometer MAGiC will be unique, by havingpolarised neutrons for both thermal and cold neutron applicationswithin a dedicated science case in magnetism. In the cold neutronrange, the natural time resolution is typically sufficient and gives thebenefit of the full intense pulse with a high degree of polarisation.Its ability for pulse shaping, however, not only allows for tuning theresolution as required for shorter wavelengths, it can also adapt to evenhigh-resolution powder diffraction, which underscores the flexibility ofinstruments within the ESS diffraction suite.
4.1. DREAM — Diffraction resolved by energy and angle measurements
4.1.1. DREAM science caseThe concept of DREAM utilises favourably the long pulse and un-preceded peak brightness of the ESS by using pulse-shaping choppersand by viewing both thermal and cold moderators, which results ina particularly flexible choice between high resolution (𝛥d ∼ 0.0003Å in the backscattering detector) and high intensity. Therefore, thescience case for DREAM is broad and includes all typical cases forpowder diffraction, while particular emphasis is anticipated for studiesof magnetic materials, samples with large unit cells, hydrogen storagecomponents, batteries and metal–organic frameworks (see Table 9).Apart from the science case typically covered by a general-purposepowder diffractometer, the DREAM instrument will offer new capabili-ties that will further broaden its science case. Total-scattering measure-ments for pair-distribution function (PDF) analysis will enable studies
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of local crystal structure in crystalline, nanostructured and amorphousmaterials.In-situ studies of battery and super-capacitor materials under oper-ating conditions will be possible due to high neutron flux and broaddetector coverage. A low-angle detector bank will provide an access toa limited SANS region (Q ≥ 0.01 Å) and enable morphology studies,particularly helpful for nano-scaled materials when combined withdiffraction and PDF data.Moreover, challenges of very weak signals in powders will be possi-ble to solve by using single crystal diffraction from sub-mm samples. Wewill build on and develop further a new 10B-detector technology thatwill be capable of high position-sensitive resolution and also suitablefor the expected high count rates
4.1.2. DREAM instrument layoutThe instrument will be located at the beamport S3 and as a bi-spectral instrument will view both the cold and thermal moderators(see Fig. 23). The first optical elements will be located in the beamportinsert. The complete chopper system and a heavy shutter will be locatedinside the bunker.A stack of Si wafers will reflect neutrons from the cold sourceinto the thermal beam and instrument axis. As a result, the neutronbandwidth will include neutrons from the peak fluxes of both, cold andthermal, moderators, providing wide Q-range up to 25 Å−−1 in a singleframe, which is well suited for diffraction and PDF studies.A great flexibility in trading between resolution and flux will beachieved by the chopper system, which uses Wavelength Frame Multi-plication (WFM) to fill the available bandwidth. This is achieved by thecombination of three functions: A Pulse-Shaping Chopper (PSC) system,consisting of two counter rotating discs and operating in multiples of14 Hz, up to 308 Hz for the high-resolution option. A 14 Hz overlapchopper (OC) is used to eliminate higher harmonics from the PSC.Further down-stream, a band control chopper (BC) is installed fora clean definition of the wavelength band and further to suppressfor 6 ms the decaying ‘‘after-glow’’ background of the source. Thephase of PSC, BC and OC can be shifted simultaneously to change thewavelength range. A prompt pulse suppression chopper (T0 Chopper)will be installed inside the bunker after the BC chopper (see Fig. 23).The neutron guide consists of a first semi-elliptical part starting froma focal point in the PSC, followed by a straight section and a finalsemi-ellipse focusing onto the sample. This 70 m long guide system isoptimised for the transport of neutrons with a short wavelength of 𝜆 >0.5 Å and a divergence of ±0.25◦ [57].A vacuum vessel at the sample position is designed for quick sampleenvironment changes. A cryo-furnace sample changer (T = 4–800 K)will be available to users on the first day of operations. Alternatively,the vessel can be removed for bulky sample environments such as asuperconducting magnet or a levitator.The DREAM detector system is based on developments for the POW-TEX instrument [58] and uses several absorbing layers of 10B-coatedcathodes in a multi-wire gas detection chamber. The fine 2D positionsensitivity is also well-suited for neutron time-of-flight Laue single-crystal diffraction measurements. The detectors will be cylindricallyarranged around the beam axis for the best adaption to the Debye–Scherrer cones. The dedicated high-resolution backscattering detectorwill cover the scattering angles from 168◦ to 178◦. Similarly, in theplanned upgrade, a forward low-angle detector bank will extend theQ-range to a minimum of 0.01 Å−1.
4.1.3. DREAM expected performanceOur simulations show an excellent performance of DREAM [59] dueto its flexibility in a wide range from high resolution to high intensitysettings. This can be used for studying for example small samples of
∼1 mm3 size, or for the detection of fast structural changes with a timeresolution in the ms-range for samples as large as 0.5 cm3.In order to exploit the full potential of DREAM we are followinga new approach to the data analysis, which is based on 2D Rietveld
Table 10HEIMDAL Quick Facts.HEIMDAL Quick Facts
Instrument Class DiffractionModerator Thermal (Bispectral and Colda)Primary Flightpath 157 mSecondary Flightpath Diffraction: 0.8 m(SANS: 10 m, Imaging: 4 ma)
Wavelength Range 0.5–4 ÅBandwidth 1.7 ÅFlux at Sample at 2 MW 106–108–109 n s−1 cm−2(High-resolution – Medium-res. – High-flux)
Q-Range 0.5–25 Å−1d-spacing Resolution 𝛥d/d Adjustable 0.04%–1%
SANS and Imaging modesa
Moderator ColdWavelength Range 3–20 ÅQ-Range (SANS) 10−3–4 Å−1Wavelength Resolution
𝛥𝜆∕𝜆 (SANS) 1.5% at 𝜆 = 4 Å0.6% at 𝜆 = 11 ÅField of View (Imaging) 50 × 50 mm2Spatial Resolution (Imaging) 50 μm
aAvailable as a foreseen upgrade.
refinements [60] of the angular- and wavelength-dispersive diffractiondata (Fig. 24).The instrument is planned to be available for the day one of useroperation at the ESS.
4.2. HEIMDAL — Multi-length-scale hybrid diffractometer
4.2.1. HEIMDAL science caseHEIMDAL [61] is intended as a multi-length-scale instrument pro-viding structural insight from 0.05 nm to 50 mm in real space. Theday-1 instrument of HEIMDAL will be focusing on thermal neutronpowder diffraction (TNPD). After upgrade, the instrument will coveradditional length scales by combining TNPD with small angle neutronscattering (SANS) and neutron imaging (NI). There is a small gap in thecoverage at the μm scale between SANS and NI. The techniques havelarge variations in their requirements: TNPD uses short wavelengths (𝜆
∼ 0.5–4 Å), focused beam, and high resolution (𝛥𝜆∕𝜆 < 0.5%) to obtainlarge Q-range coverage (𝑄max ∼ 25 Å−1) and sharp diffraction peaks.The large Q-space coverage will allow total scattering experiments tobe analysed by pair distribution function (PDF) analysis (see Table 10).The upgraded instrument including SANS, needs long wavelengthsand a well-collimated beam to reach small Q (𝑄min ∼ 10−3 Å−1). Torealise the instrument it is necessary to carefully consider the twodifferent requirements in the design of the instrument. A solution usingtwo beam guides has been designed; TNPD is performed with neutronsextracted from the thermal moderator, while the cold beam for SANSis coming from the cold moderator. The day-1 instrument will beequipped with the thermal guide, while the cold guide will only bepartly installed to allow installation of the foreseen SANS and imagingupgrades.HEIMDAL will excel when performing in situ and operando studies,where the high ESS flux and the flexible resolution of the instrumentwill allow the investigation of systems with unprecedented speed. Thesamples of interest include magnetic materials, energy materials, hier-archical, and porous structures. Energy materials include, e.g. batteries,fuel cells, and thermoelectrics. HEIMDAL will also be suitable for mak-ing diffraction tomography, where the sample is rastered across a smallbeam providing diffraction patterns in different voxels. The upgradedversion of the instrument combining TNPD and SANS will make HEIM-DAL ideal for studying functional materials over broad length scales,and the intense source of ESS enables time-resolved measurements. Theuser community will include scientists from crystallography, chemistry,physics, material science, polymer, and bio-sciences. The instrument is
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Fig. 23. DREAM instrument layout. Components shown in white are foreseen upgrades.
Fig. 24. Simulation of a 2D diffraction pattern on DREAM (wavelength vs diffraction angle) of Na2Ca3Al2F14. The inset shows a clear separation of the diffraction lines. Thecoloured bars show the width of the diffraction lines in the backscattering detectors at various pulse widths.
potentially also interesting for industrial users as it is a single point ofentry to investigate samples on a huge range of length scales.
4.2.2. HEIMDAL instrument layoutAn overview of the HEIMDAL instrument is shown in Fig. 25.Separate neutron beams are extracted from the thermal and cold mod-erators. The pulse length of the thermal beam is chosen by a pairof pulse-shaping choppers at 6.5 m, while the cold beam passes un-derneath the pulse-shaping choppers. The chopper systems of the twobeams are designed individually to allow selection of pulse lengthssuited for the very different techniques. A T0 chopper in the straightthermal guide suppresses the prompt pulse and a heavy shutter canblock both beams to allow for safe access to the instrument cave. Coldand thermal neutrons from the two guides hit the sample at an angleof 4.5◦ with respect to each other. This gives space for individualcollimation of the two beams. A ‘‘jaws’’ slit system in the thermal guidetailors the beam divergence to match the wavelength resolution of thepulse-shaping chopper. The cold guide is equipped with a double pin-hole system to ensure a highly collimated beam for SANS. The secondpinhole in the cold guide can be removed to provide a large area beam
for imaging. The wavelength resolution of the cold beam is sufficientto perform Bragg-edge imaging.In the experimental cave the sample is surrounded by detectors. Thesample area will be assessible from the roof and by a side door. Thedetectors are raised from the cave floor independent of the false floorin the experimental cave. The radial collimator and the sample tableare similarly mounted independently of the false floor in the cave. Thesample table can be raised out of the beam position to ease installationof sample environment, which can be craned in/out through the roof.In the day-1 instrument only the TNPD detectors are installed and later,when fully upgraded the SANS and imaging detectors are also installed.TNPD: The cylindrical diffraction detectors will be placed from 10◦to 170◦ (left) and −60◦ to −170◦ (right) to collect the diffracted thermalneutrons. The day-1 instrument will only have coverage from 60◦ to170◦. The detectors are placed at a distance of 800 mm from the sampleand will have an active height of 640 mm, which allows for a coverageof ±22◦ in the vertical plane. The detectors will have a pixel resolutionof 2 × 7 mm2 (H × V) and in the backscattering banks, the pixel heightis likely to be reduced to 3.5 mm with the use of 128-bit readoutelectronics. The full detector system allows a Q-coverage from 0.5 to
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Fig. 25. HEIMDAL instrument layout. Components shown in white are foreseen upgrades.
25 Å−1. Before reaching the detectors, the neutrons will pass a 1◦ radialcollimator, suppressing scattering from the sample environment.SANS: 10 m behind the sample, a SANS detector will be placed asa foreseen upgrade to cover reciprocal space from 10−3 to 0.1 Å−1. Asecond SANS detector at 4 m together with the diffraction detectorswill ensure a continuous Q coverage from 10−3 to 4 Å−1.NI: An imaging detector can be position behind the sample to collectabsorption contrast images and Bragg-edge imaging. The simultane-ously illuminated sample will be approx. 35 × 35 mm2. Using thecold beam provides an intrinsic resolution of 𝛥𝜆∕𝜆 ∼ 1.5%, while forthe thermal beam the resolution can be adjusted by the pulse-shapingchopper. The NI detector will block the SANS detector. Consequently,NI and SANS cannot run simultaneously.
4.2.3. HEIMDAL expected performanceThe pulse-shaping choppers allow resolution to be traded for flux,and beam slits are used to match the divergence to the time-of-flightresolution. Based on McStas calculations it is expected that whenHEIMDAL runs in its relaxed-resolution mode with the pulse-shapingchoppers at the source frequency of 14 Hz and a smooth divergenceprofile of ±0.5◦ at the sample, a neutron flux of ∼109 n s−1 cm−2 willbe reached. In the high-flux mode, the sample volume illuminated isup to 2.4 cm3. A thorough simulation of the HEIMDAL detector takingthe volume nature of the 10B detector into account has been performedusing GEANT4 [62].In the high resolution mode, the choppers will run at 140 Hz, andthe flux on the sample is reduced to 106 n s−1 cm−2. In this setting, theresolution in the backscattering detector is 𝛥d/d ∼ 0.04%. HEIMDALwill, in other words, be on par with the best high resolution instru-ments around the world, e.g., HRPD@ISIS [63] and SuperHRPD@J-PARC [64], while in high flux mode it will exceed existing instrumentsby an order of magnitude. HEIMDAL can be adjusted between differentflux/resolutions modes within minutes, taking full advantage of thelong ESS pulse.Four standard modes of operation are foreseen: High resolution,where the pulse-shaping choppers are running at n = 10× sourcefrequency. Medium resolution n = 3× or 2× source frequency and highflux with n = 1× source frequency. Fig. 26 shows simulated data of thethree different modes: High resolution (n = 10×), medium resolution(n = 2×), and high flux (n = 1×).TNPD and SANS can run quasi-simultaneously with a 71 ms delay.Pulses from the thermal and cold moderators will be used for TNPDand SANS in an alternating fashion. A pulse suppression chopper onthe thermal guide will allow a SANS pulse for every 1, 2, 3, 4 or6 thermal pulses, to reach the sample. Generally, the small anglescattering patterns have two orders of magnitude more intensity thanthe Bragg diffraction peaks. The sequence of the pulses allows to adapt
Table 11MAGiC Quick Facts.MAGiC Quick Facts
Instrument Class DiffractionModerator BispectralPrimary Flightpath 159 mSecondary Flightpath 1 mWavelength Range 0.6–6 ÅBandwidth 1.7 ÅFlux at Sample at 2 MW 1.5 × 109 n s−1 cm−2 (2.0–3.7 Å, full pulse)Polarised Incident Beam Permanent
Half-Polarised Detector Bank
Q-Range 0.2–21 Å−1Q-Resolution 𝛥d/d Adjustable 1%–12%Detector Coverage 60◦[H] × 48◦[V]
Polarisation Analysis Detector Bank
Q-Range 0.2–6 Å−1d-spacing Resolution 𝛥d/d Adjustable 0.2%–4%Detector Coverage 120◦[H] × 6◦[V]
the speed of the TNPD and SANS measurements with respect to eachother. In addition, it will be possible to collect cold neutron powderdiffraction patterns in the diffraction detectors from the SANS pulses.HEIMDAL is built to focus on development and testing of newmaterials close to application in collaboration with industry. User-friendly software will aid the inexperienced and the changing usercommunity.
4.3. MAGiC — Polarised single-crystal diffractometer for magnetism
4.3.1. MAGiC science caseMAGiC is a polarised single-crystal diffractometer with polarisationanalysis dedicated to magnetism. The instrument has been designedto facilitate the study of magnetic systems, from magnetic structurerefinement to magnetic diffuse scattering. As such, the instrument willoffer a permanently polarised beam with a choice of the cold andthermal moderators, covering a Q-range of 0.1–20 Å−1. The instrumentwill allow the study of sub-mm samples as well as thin films andinterfaces with 2–50 Å lattice parameters (see Table 11).Of high current interest in the scientific community is the roleof spin–orbit interactions in solid materials and complex magneticstructures arising from competing interactions. Examples of currenthot topics include the physical properties of iridium oxide mate-rials [65], novel spin textures found in skyrmion-featuring materi-als [66], the complex interplay of magnetism and superconductivityin unconventional superconductors (pnictides, cuprates, heavy-fermionintermetallics and organic superconductors) [67], multifunctionality
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Fig. 26. Simulated powder diffraction patterns for the three modes of operation of HEIMDAL. From left to right: high resolution, medium resolution and high flux. The lowerpanels show the 2D data summed from 10◦ to 180◦. The count rates shown correspond to a counting time of one second of data collection. The sample is Na2Ca12Al3F14 powderin a cylindrical cell. For the high-resolution-mode a sample size of 3 mm diameter and 10 mm height was used, while for the medium-resolution and high-flux modes the samplesize was 5 mm in diameter and 20 mm in height. The instrument configuration of the simulation corresponds to an early version of the instrument design, but the performancefor the final design will be similar. For more details on the simulation, see Ref. [61].Source: Taken from [61].
in magnetically-induced ferroelectrics [68], and frustrated or low-dimensional magnetic materials featuring strong magnetic correla-tions [69] or spin-liquid-like quantum coherent ground states [70,71].Some of these materials cannot be studied at present due to theunavailability of sufficiently large single crystals and/or the weaknessof the magnetic contribution to the diffraction pattern.
4.3.2. MAGiC instrument layoutAn overview of the MAGiC instrument can be seen in Fig. 27.The instrument optics have been optimised to transport a neutronbeam in the 0.6–6 Å range with a ±0.3◦ divergence both horizontallyand vertically on a sample size of 5 × 5 mm2. Efficient transport ofthe thermal neutrons is ensured by an elliptic guide system dividedinto three sections. The first one is a 74 m long half-ellipse starting at6.9 m from the thermal moderator surface and oriented downwards by0.5◦. It extracts neutrons from the moderator and efficiently transportsthem to the second section, consisting of a polarising 3 m long straightguide part tilted by 0.25◦ compared to the first section. This sectionis vertically divided into 6 channels to ensure a polarising reflectionfor all thermal-neutron trajectories. The third section is a 74 m longhalf-ellipse focusing neutrons at the sample position (159.4 m), witha horizontal beam direction. When operating with cold neutrons, asolid-state bender located at 5.75 m from the moderator surface istranslated into the beam to deflect and inject them into the guide axis,while rejecting the thermal neutrons. Finally, an optional 1 m longfocusing guide can be inserted just before the sample to increase fluxand divergence on sub-mm samples.Cold neutron polarisation is ensured by the solid-state bender,coated with Fe-Si supermirrors and placed in a 3 kG saturation field.A 60 G magnetic guide field will maintain polarisation up to sampleposition. Thermal neutron polarisation is ensured by the polarisingsection at the half-way position of the guide. Each channel in thepolarising section is coated with Fe-Si and placed in a 1 kG saturationfield. The polarisation state can be switched with an RF spin flipperplaced along the last guide section. At the sample position, an optionalXYZ polarisation setup will allow users to freely rotate the incidentpolarisation. The cold neutron beam (𝜆 > 1.8 Å) polarisation will beanalysed by a 120◦ × 6◦ solid-state analyser.
The incident beam can be tailored to the user needs by a set ofchoppers and divergence slits. The pulse length can be tuned from thefull 2.86 ms down to 200 μs improving the wavelength resolution whilethe incident divergence can be tuned down to ±0.1◦.The sample area is designed to host all required cryogenic equip-ment and superconducting magnets. A radial collimator will suppressmost of the sample environment generated background and will besurrounded by two detectors based on the 10B inclined geometry tech-nology. With a radius of 1 m, the angular resolution is of ∼0.1◦ × 0.3◦(HxV). The first detector will cover 60◦ × 48◦ (HxV) and will be usedfor all experiments. The second one covers 120◦ × 6◦ (HxV) and willbe dedicated to polarisation-analysis (PA) experiments.
4.3.3. MAGiC expected performanceThe complete instrument has been simulated and optimised inMcStas. An estimate of the flux and polarisation of the cold and thermalspectra has been extracted. At an initial power of 2 MW, the flux atsample position will be ∼109 n s−1 cm−2 in the ±0.3◦ divergence range.The polarisation rate on the thermal spectrum is >98% for 𝜆 < 2 Å andstrongly decreases for 𝜆 > 2 Å. On the cold spectrum, the solid-statebender achieves a polarisation rate >96% up to 𝜆 = 6 Å. To confirmthese estimates, prototypes of the solid-state bender and analyser areunder development.Virtual experiments have been carried out to benchmark the in-strument. On a typical 1 mm3 sample, a complete half-polarised datacollection with the thermal spectrum will be achieved in ∼20 min. Po-larisation analysis experiments with the XYZ setup allowing to separatethe nuclear and magnetic contributions on a 10 mm3 sample will beachieved in ∼40 min. These benchmarks show promising performanceswith a gain factor compared to current instrumentation of one to twoorders of magnitude.
5. Spectroscopy instruments
The properties and functionality of a specific material will dependon its atomic and magnetic symmetry in conjunction with the vi-brational modes originating from the interactions between electronsand atoms. Vibrational modes can vary enormously from molecular
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Fig. 27. MAGiC instrument layout.
vibrations in hydrogenous materials, as exemplified in the olfactorysystem of humans that detects change in the vibrational modes as anodour [72], to phonon modes, collective atomic modes the proper-ties of which strongly determine thermal conductivity, quantum spinexcitations that result in new states of matter, to diffusional motionsof atoms, important in the study of hydrogen fuel cell technologiesaimed at reducing air pollution. Inelastic neutron scattering measuresthe energy transfer of neutrons creating and annihilating these ele-mentary excitations. The resultant scattering intensity depends on thewavevector transfer, representative of the crystalline and magneticsymmetry, and the incident and final neutron energies, representativeof the vibrational mode of the material. A comparison of inelasticneutron scattering intensities with theoretical calculations provides thestrictest test for any proposed physical model.In the first suite of instruments, ESS will host 5 spectrometers,optimised for a range of dynamic modes with energies ranging froma few micro-eV to energies approaching the eV-range. Since inelasticscattering signals are inherently weak, the signal-to-noise ratio remainsa strongly limiting factor for most state of the art experiments. ESSwill be the worlds’ brightest neutron scattering facility and as such thepossibility to study, by spectroscopy, samples hitherto too small to yieldresults will become reality. In addition, the enhanced brightness ofthe ESS enables routine in-situ time-dependent studies with optimisedsample environments — and thus widening the feasibility range ofneutron spectroscopy even further.The long pulse of the ESS serves to improve spectrometer perfor-mance in a variety of ways. First of all, it becomes preferable to buildspectrometers with a rather long primary flight path, as comparedto instruments at short-pulse sources. This results in unprecedentedpossibilities for background suppression, as the neutron detectors aresituated very far from the spallation target. Line-of-sight can be elimi-nated even for some thermal instruments and far upstream in the guidesystem for the cold spectrometers. The fast-neutron environment at ESSwill therefore be very quiet, greatly improving the signal-to-noise ratio,which is most crucial for the spectroscopy instruments.The wavevector and energy coverage of the spectrometers is shownin Fig. 28, demonstrating the complementarity in dynamic range. Thelong pulse and primary flight path allow for both increased flexibilityand new design features, especially for the indirect time-of-flight spec-trometers. For instance, the intricate pulse-shaping chopper system ofthe VESPA vibrational spectrometer allows for a near-constant relativeenergy resolution down to 1% in a very wide energy range, greatlysimplifying analysis of the recorded vibrational spectra. The extremeenvironment spectrometer, BIFROST, will be able to utilise the full ESSpulse while retaining a 150 μeV resolution, resulting in unprecedentedneutron flux at the sample, while being able to trade neutron flux forenergy resolution through pulse shaping, down to 20 μeV resolution.
MIRACLES will provide an energy transfer range centred at the elasticline from −500 to +500 μeV, the largest of any backscattering spec-trometer worldwide, with a tuneable energy resolution between 2 and45 μeV. Thus, the indirect geometry time-of-flight spectrometers are allunique in the neutron community, each recording excitation energiesof different orders of magnitude.The two direct geometry spectrometers are both highly versatileand mutually complementary. CSPEC focuses on the cold regime andthe corresponding broad scientific profile of low energy excitations,while T-REX has a broader dynamic range and a scientific emphasison magnetism. Both instruments make extensive use of Repetition RateMultiplication (RRM), illuminating the sample with a series of incidentenergies from a single ESS pulse within a wavelength band of 1.7Å. At the cold-neutron energies employed by CSPEC, this bandwidthtranslates into a fairly limited range of incident energies which willoften allow the multiple data sets obtained in this way to be combined,effectively increasing the counting rate. This is evident in the degree ofoverlap between the two lower shaded regions for CSPEC in Fig. 28. Forthe higher incident energies available on T-REX, RRM results in a muchlarger range of incident energies which cannot be straightforwardlycombined, but instead provides a much larger dynamic range, allowingthe exploration of the dynamics over several orders of magnitude, as isclear from the large degree of separation between the two upper shadedregions for T-REX in Fig. 28.While the science cases of the ESS spectrometers overlap to somedegree, the instrument capabilities do not, making the instrumentshighly complementary. The excitation energies covered at the ESS spanfive orders of magnitude, and each instrument has the beneficial combi-nation of being both broadly applicable scientifically while specialisingin specific types of measurement. This makes the suite perfectly suitedfor delivering world class science from the start of the user programme.
5.1. CSPEC — Cold chopper spectrometer
5.1.1. CSPEC science caseCSPEC has been developed to access picosecond dynamic behaviourin life sciences, energy and functional materials in addition to emergentmagnetism. The weak interaction of neutrons with matter, in additionto the limited flux at present-day neutron sources, make it difficult toaddress certain pertinent scientific questions at this moment in time.The enhanced flux of the ESS, in addition to the unique possibilitiesgained via repetition rate multiplication (RRM) on a long cold chopperspectrometer, enables CSPEC to follow kinetic events in-situ or in-operando and probe materials for which the synthesis route results insamples that are too small to measure today (see Table 12).CSPEC will probe the structures, dynamics, and functionality oflarge hierarchical systems as they change or operate. Hierarchical sys-tems include liquids, colloids, polymers, foams, gels, and granular and
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Fig. 28. The (Q, E) range accessible by the ESS spectrometer suite. Blue: CSPEC, Green:T-REX, Red: BIFROST, Purple: VESPA, Yellow: MIRACLES. The shaded regions indicatethe Q-E coverage of a single measurement. In the case of BIFROST, two detectorpositions are required to cover the shaded kinematic range. The coloured outlinesindicate the region which can be accessed by adjusting the range of incident energies.For CSPEC and T-REX, the four shaded regions indicate the range of incident energiesaccessible using RRM. From left to right: Minimum and maximum E𝑖 for the lowestenergy setting, minimum and maximum E𝑖 for the highest energy setting. The upperbound shown for each region is the limit of greatest energy transfer in downscattering(neutron energy loss), while the lower bound is the limit of resolvable energy transfer(minimum resolution width).
Table 12CSPEC Quick Facts. The quoted flux numbers do not take RRM gains into account.CSPEC Quick Facts
Instrument Class SpectroscopyModerator ColdPrimary Flightpath 160 mSecondary Flightpath 3.5 mWavelength Range 2–20 ÅBandwidth 1.72 ÅFlux at Sample at 2 MW(𝜆 = 5 Å, 𝛥E/Ei=3%) 9 × 10
5 n s−1 cm−2 over 4 × 2 cm2 (standard beam)4 × 106 n s−1 cm−2 over 1 × 1 cm2 (focused beam)Detector Coverage 5◦–140◦[H] × ±8◦[V](5◦–140◦[H] × ±26◦[V]a)Energy Resolution Adjustable 1%–5% of Ei
aAvailable as a foreseen upgrade.
biological materials as well as the ever-complex low-energy dynamicsof energy and magnetic materials.Particular examples include:
• Understanding the effect of spin–orbit coupling in the classifica-tion of quantum spin liquids [73,74].
• Magnetic excitations of emergent phenomena in magneticallyfrustrated materials [74,75].
• Time dependence of the rotational or translational diffusive pro-cesses in enzyme catalysis [76,77].
• Time dependent phenomena of hydrogen storage in clathrates[78].
• Proton diffusion in metal organic frameworks [79].
• Diffusion dynamics and the relation to the ordering mechanismof solidification [80,81].
• Understanding light induced dynamics of antenna pigment/protein complexes [82].
5.1.2. CSPEC instrument layoutCSPEC is a 160 m instrument, from the moderator to the sampleposition, with a 3.5 m sample-to-detector distance in the equatorialplane (see Fig. 29). The guide views the para-hydrogen cold moderatorbefore vertically curving twice out of line of sight in an S-shape, andonce out of line-of-sight in the horizontal direction in a C-shape.
Bandwidth choppers extract a 1.72 Å bandwidth before a counterrotating double-disc pulse-shaping (PS) and a double-disc monochro-mating (M) chopper, at 105.7 and 158.5 m respectively from themoderator, providing a series of up to 10 monochromatic pulses foreach ESS source pulse, with an adjustable energy resolution. The lengthof each individual time frame can be chosen to optimise for quasielasticor inelastic scattering, via a frame overlap chopper positioned beforethe monochromating chopper. The long length of CSPEC ensures thatadjacent pulses are close in incident energy Ei (Fig. 30), and com-parable in energy resolution (Fig. 30 inset). The figure shows thetime-distance diagram for the extraction of 3–4.6 Å neutrons with anM chopper frequency of 336 Hz, resulting in an energy resolution (fullwidth at half maximum) ranging from 1.6% to 1.35% for the RRM setof wavelengths starting at 𝜆 = 3 Å — see Fig. 30 (inset). Large fluxgains can be made by combining pulses within each repetition periodif the experiment can tolerate the variation in energy and wavevectortransfer resolution across the bandwidth.An exchangeable focusing guide can reduce the beam size from 4
× 2 cm2 to 1 × 1 cm2 at the sample position, increasing the flux bya factor of 5 at a wavelength of 5 Å. Translation of the slit systemtowards the sample ensures a good signal-to-noise ratio. The sampleenvironment pot is integrated into the detector tank with an aluminiumgate valve between the two, that can be closed to enable experimentsunder ambient pressure, and opened to minimise excess scattering fromaluminium, e.g. for single crystal experiments. The sample environmentpot has been designed to offer both access from the top and from theside, facilitating in-situ and in-operando experiments.First day sample environment includes:
• Cryofurnace
• 3He insert
• Access to a 12 T magnet via the sample environment pool
• Sample rotation stage & goniometer
• In-situ capabilities (pump–probe).
Scattering from the sample will pass through an oscillating radialcollimator into the detector tank with a lateral angular range −30◦<2𝜃 < +140◦ and a vertical angular range from −8◦ to +8◦ on dayone, extendable as a foreseen upgrade to −26.5◦ to +26.5◦, resultingin 2.65 sr of detector coverage. The detector tank is evacuated andconforms to the amagnetic requirements to house a 12 T magnet atthe sample position. Neutron detection is based on 10B multigrid layertechnology [83] using 25 × 25 × 10 mm3 (height × width × depth)voxels to cover the detector area.
5.1.3. CSPEC expected performanceCSPEC will provide world-leading performance for a chopper spec-trometer. According to neutronics calculations an improvement in flux,for each pulse on sample, of a factor of 2–6 (at 5 MW) can be expectedwith respect to current leading cold chopper spectrometers. Furthersubstantial flux gains, at minimal expense of energy resolution, canbe made by accumulating RRM pulses. CSPEC will therefore make itpossible to study the dynamic nature of materials under real time ki-netic events. This will be particularly feasible with the versatile sampleenvironment that is optimised to perform in-operando experiments.
5.2. T-REX — Bispectral chopper spectrometer
5.2.1. Science caseThe T-REX spectrometer is devoted to measuring a wide range ofenergy transfers, between 20 μeV and 140 meV, with good wave vectorresolution in combination with Polarisation Analysis (PA). The corre-spondingly large choice of instrument configurations and operationalmodes will deliver the flexibility and versatility requested by the wideuser community.In particular, the PA option will enable the separation of the mag-netic spectra from nuclear scattering, the analysis of polarisation and
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Fig. 29. CSPEC instrument layout. Components shown in white are foreseen upgrades.
Fig. 30. Time of flight diagram for 3–4.6 Å neutrons across the 1.72 Å bandwidth of CSPEC. Dashed horizontal lines represent chopper positions and respective opening times.The coloured lines between the sample and detector indicate an energy loss of (left) 80% of E𝑖 and (right) 20% of E𝑖, and an infinite energy gain. Inset: Range of elastic energyresolutions across the bandwidth for a range of incident wavelength settings with minimum wavelengths of: 3, 5, 7, and 9 Å.
Table 13T-REX Quick Facts. The quoted flux numbers do not take RRM gains into account.T-REX Quick Facts
Instrument Class SpectroscopyModerator BispectralPrimary Flightpath 164 mSecondary Flightpath 3 mWavelength Range 0.7–6.5 ÅBandwidth 1.7 ÅIncident Beam Polarisation OptionalPolarisation Analysis OptionalFlux at Sample at 2 MW (Ei = 8 meV) 0.8–5 × 106 n s−1 cm−2Flux at Sample at 2 MW (Ei = 50 meV) 0.3–2 × 106 n s−1 cm−2Detector Coverage 1◦–72◦[H] × −25◦–15◦[V](−36◦–144◦[H] × −25◦–15◦[V]a)Energy Resolution (Ei = 2 meV) Adjustable 1%–2.5% of EiEnergy Resolution (Ei = 100 meV) Adjustable 4%–7% of Ei
aAvailable as a foreseen upgrade.
eigenvectors of magnetic excitations and permit the separation of co-herent and nuclear spin incoherent scattering, which is of particularimportance for hydrogen-containing samples in energy research, softmatter and life sciences. Spectroscopy using non-polarised neutronsin the wide dynamical range offered by T-REX will enable the in-vestigation of coherent excitations, spin correlations and fluctuations,
relaxation and diffusion processes in a broad range of samples andapplications.The instrument can be configured in a versatile fashion. The longand bright pulse from the ESS moderators in combination with fast-spinning counter-rotating choppers enables energy resolution settingsfrom high resolution to high flux simply by changing the chopperfrequency. T-REX is designed to perform repetition-rate multiplication(RRM), in which the choppers select a range of incident energies froma single source pulse. Each individual spectrum is measured with awell-adapted energy resolution. This characteristic is crucial for thestudy of large energy transfer to the sample and particularly useful forexperiments on single crystals. With tuneable beam collimations, thebalance between Q-resolution and flux can be tailored to the needsof each experiment, and good background conditions at the lowestdetection angles can be achieved in cases where weak signals are underinvestigation with thermal incident energies at small Q values, such asfor the study of collective excitations in disordered systems.In view of the variety of expected user communities, the samplearea shall be spacious and capable of hosting various pieces of sampleenvironment equipment, enabling the application of high and lowtemperatures, pressure, and magnetic or electric fields. More complexstudies, such as in-operando measurements or levitation experimentsrequire convenient side access to the sample area to allow also auxiliarycharacterisation tools in parallel to the neutron scattering experiment.
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Fig. 31. T-REX instrument layout. Components shown in white are foreseen upgrades.
5.2.2. Instrument layoutIn order to achieve its scientific mission T-REX is equipped with abispectral extraction system. The neutron guide axis is oriented towardsthe thermal part of the moderator, so that neutrons from the coldmoderator arrive with an angular offset towards the guide entrance andneed to be reflected into the axis direction. This function is performedwith a bender that reflects only neutrons from the cold moderator,with high efficiency for wavelengths above 2 Å. A motorised stagemoves the bender element into place when cold neutrons are neededfor the experiment and exchanges it with a standard guide element toreach unperturbed guide illumination from the thermal moderator (seeFig. 31). The main instrument parameters are listed in Table 13.The shape and properties of the neutron optics have been opti-mised with the help of ray-tracing simulations for a beam collimationincreasing from ±0.25◦ in the thermal band to ±1◦ in the cold band,and a beam cross section at the sample position of 10 × 30 mm2. Thevertical profile consists of two half-elliptic extremities connected with astraight section in the middle. As a measure to reduce background, thehorizontal shape consists of a curved section of 60 mm width (R=12km), 90 m long, to ensure that the direct line-of-sight is broken, whilethe end section has an elliptic profile.When specific measurements require a clean access to the small-angle region of the detector (down to 1◦), such as collective dynamicsof disordered systems or spin dynamics of powder samples, the lastelements of the neutron guide can be replaced with a collimator bymeans of a motorised exchanger.The chopper cascade of T-REX implements five different functions.Two discs spinning at 14 Hz are used to select the experimental bandand avoid overlap from previous pulses. A pair of counter-rotatingchoppers placed at 108 m from the moderator, spinning at frequenciesbelow 252 Hz, defines the source pulse width and hence the wavelengthresolution of the incoming beam. A pair of counter-rotating choppersplaced at 162 m from the moderator, spinning at frequency below336 Hz, defines the pulse width of the incoming beam at the sample andhence the time-of-flight resolution of the scattered beam. A speciallydeveloped fan chopper is used to avoid frame-overlap in the scatteringpattern, by suppression of specific wavelengths from the polychromaticbeam. All choppers are placed outside the bunker. In addition, theproject includes the provision for adding a T0 chopper inside thebunker at distance < 19 m, in case the hot commissioning indicatesthat it is necessary to further reduce background.Realising PA for the entire neutron wavelength band of T-REX isa challenging task and, due to the bispectral character, it requiresdifferent components for cold and thermal neutrons, so that the bestperformance will be achieved in both the energy ranges. To realisepolarisation of cold neutrons, the polarisation system includes a polar-ising multichannel V-cavity, whereas for thermal neutrons it includes
a polarised 3He cell and a guide field for adiabatic spin rotation. Theanalysis of the neutron spin direction after scattering from the samplewill be obtained with a ‘‘Magic PASTIS’’ setup [84], which will includea wide angle 3He cell (see Fig. 33).The secondary flight path on T-REX will be kept under cryogenicvacuum conditions (10−6 mbar). The detectors for T-REX will be basedon the new MultiGrid design. The active area will cover the polarangular range from −25◦ to +15◦ and the azimuthal angular range from
−36◦ to +144◦, with a minimum scattering angle of 1◦. In the day-one configuration of the instrument, the detectors will be installed atangles from 1◦ to 72◦. Given the sample to detector distance of 3 m, thedetection area specified in the foreseen upgrade is 21 m2, with a fullheight of 2.2 m. In order to achieve the expected scientific performancein terms of energy and Q resolution, the detector voxels will be 20 ×20 × 10 mm3 (width × height × length).
5.2.3. Expected performanceTwo anticipated chopper configurations have been tested usingray-tracing simulations: the instrument configuration with the highestachievable energy resolution (HR) and the one with the highest flux(HF). We performed virtual experiments using as a sample an idealisotropic scatterer, in order to mimic Vanadium calibration. The resultsof virtual experiments have been analysed with respect to elastic energyresolution and flux at sample. We have compared the flux valuesobtained, for an ESS power of 2 MW, to comparable values for existingworld-class instruments also obtained by simulation. Simulated flux andelastic energy resolution versus incident energy for T-REX are plottedin Fig. 32. T-REX shows a gain factor of 3 when compared to IN5 at anincident energy of 3 meV and an elastic energy resolution of 100 μeV(FWHM). When compared to 4-SEASONS at an incident energy of 100meV and an elastic energy resolution of 4 meV (FWHM), the calculatedgain factor is 6, for a J-PARC accelerator power of 1 MW. Since T-REX isoptimised for RRM, an additional gain is expected ranging from 1 to 20,which is difficult to quantify, as it depends mainly on the experiment.We stress that with the design of T-REX we aim at performinginelastic neutron scattering differently and not simply faster because ofthe increased flux, by combining the use of polychromatic experimentswith Polarisation Analysis over a wide dynamic range. This character-istic is not available nowadays at any instrument and will make theinstrument unique to the needs of the user community.
5.3. BIFROST — High-flux extreme environment spectrometer for smallsamples
5.3.1. BIFROST introductionBIFROST will be a high flux cold neutron indirect geometry spec-trometer, optimised for taking full advantage of the entire ESS pulse.
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Fig. 32. Results of Vitess simulations of T-REX for flux and elastic energy resolution are shown as a function of incident energy at 2 MW ESS source power, for two anticipatedchopper configurations termed HF (highest flux) and HR (highest resolution).
Fig. 33. T-REX polarisation components. Left: Thermal Beam Polariser Unit. Right: ‘‘Magic PASTIS’’ set-up for polarisation analysis.
Allowing a polychromatic beam to reach the sample position, BIFROSTwill attain a flux up to 1010 n s−1 cm−2 while retaining the typical res-olution of cold neutron spectrometers. The 0.7 m2 large analyser arrayis confined to the horizontal scattering plane. These unique featuresmake BIFROST the instrument of choice for investigating low-energydynamics in small samples and in extreme sample environments.
5.3.2. BIFROST science caseBIFROST is expected to massively impact the field of magnetism.Although abundant in applications, this field persists as a subject ofimmense fundamental interest.Low-dimensional magnets in particular give rise to puzzling phe-nomena, usually studied using cold neutron spectroscopy. Fractional
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Table 14BIFROST Quick Facts.BIFROST Quick Facts
Instrument Class SpectroscopyModerator ColdPrimary Flightpath 162 mSample-Analyser Flightpath 1.1–1.7 mWavelength Range 1.5–6 ÅBandwidth 1.7 Å2𝜃 Range 7◦–135◦2𝜃 Coverage 90◦ in 2 settings2𝜃 Resolution 0.7◦–1.2◦Analyser Energies 2.7, 3.2, 3.8, 4.4, 5.0 meVEnergy Transfer Range −3 to +55 meV
High Flux Mode [2.3–4.0 Å]
Flux at Sample at 2 MW 6 × 109 n s−1 cm−2Resolution (Ef = 5 meV, ℏ𝜔 = 0) 190 μeVResolution (Ef = 5 meV, ℏ𝜔 = 5 meV) 450 μeVHigh Resolution Mode [2.3–4.0 Å]
Flux at Sample at 2 MW 9 × 108 n s−1 cm−2Resolution (Ef = 5 meV, ℏ𝜔 = 0) 50 μeV (prismatic)Resolution (Ef = 5 meV, ℏ𝜔 = 5 meV) 50 μeV (prismatic)
excitations in square-lattice quantum antiferromagnets [85] and con-finement bound states in 1D quantum magnets [86], are good examples.Applying magnetic fields to such model magnets can induce bafflingphenomena like Higgs amplitude modes [87] and Bose–Einstein con-densation [88], while applied pressure can give rise to quantum phasetransitions in quantum spin liquids [89]. Cryomagnets are a standardtool in neutron spectroscopy, but pressure cells much less so, due tosevere limitations on the sample space. As BIFROST allows cold neutronspectroscopy on much smaller samples than previously feasible, theinstrument is expected to unchain the field of high pressure quantummagnetism.High-temperature superconductivity arises in the antiferromagneticsquare CuO2 layers of the well-studied cuprates. A resonance modeat the antiferromagnetic wavevector appears in the superconductingstate [90–92] and has also been observed in multiple Fe-based su-perconductors [93]. In general, our knowledge of the spin-excitationsin these unconventional superconductors is limited by neutron flux,and in the case of the cuprates, only crude details of these complexdynamics are currently experimentally accessible. A more detailedexperimental picture might prove crucial for our understanding of thespin dynamics of the cuprates, both at low [94] and high [95] energies.BIFROST will be able to provide such a picture, especially by studyingthe interplay of superconductivity with competing order parametersthat come into prominence as superconductivity is suppressed by highmagnetic fields [96].Many potentially functional magnetic materials work via mecha-nisms which are poorly understood. Recently, Skyrmion lattices [97]offer the possibility of ultra-dense data storage, and the dynamics ofthese chiral magnets are studied using neutron spectroscopy [98]. Themultiferroic materials are intensely studied as well. Besides playing acrucial role in the emergent field of spintronics [99], they give riseto curious magnetic states such as electromagnons [100] and solitoniclattices [101]. They also harbour exceedingly complex (H,T) phasediagrams [102,103]. Parametric studies of the dynamics related to thisplethora of magnetic phases will be offered by BIFROST for the firsttime.The order of magnitude flux gain delivered by BIFROST also has thepotential of making cold neutron spectroscopy much more accessibleoutside the magnetism community. For example neutron flux has todate been a limiting parameter for studies of quasielastic scatteringunder very high pressures, which has the potential to yield uniqueinformation about the diffusion of water in the Earth’s crust [104],important in the field of geoscience. Another example is collective dy-namics in biological samples, e.g. the investigation of lipid membraneson a triple axis spectrometer [105].
5.3.3. BIFROST instrument layoutAn overview of the BIFROST instrument is shown in Fig. 34. Thein-monolith feeder efficiently accepts the appropriate neutron beamphase space from the cold source, and focuses the neutrons horizontallyonto a virtual source 6.32 m from the moderator. Here, a 210 Hzdouble-disc Pulse-Shaping Chopper (PSC) will be able to reduce thepulse duration down to 0.1 ms in the high-resolution mode. A parkedPSC allows the full ESS pulse to reach the sample in the high-fluxmode. Further downstream, two Frame-Overlap-Choppers (FOCs) re-move unwanted frames from the PSC. At 78 m from the moderator,the bandwidth chopper (BW) tunes the neutron band to avoid frameoverlap at the sample position. After the sample, the analysers arearranged in a single scattering plane, accommodating the geometriesof high field magnets. There are 9 Q-channels, each covering a scat-tering angle interval of 5.2◦, and spanning a 90◦ 2𝜃-interval in twotank settings. A beryllium filter between the sample and the analyserseliminates scattered neutrons with energies above 5 meV from thetank, preventing higher-order contamination from the analysers. EachQ-channel will contain 5 analysers reflecting neutrons with energiesof 2.7–5.0 meV (see Table 14), following the CAMEA concept [106],with analysers placed behind one another. Prototypes of this backendconcept were tested both on time-of-flight [107] and triple-axis [108]front-ends, and currently a triple-axis implementation of this back-endis in user operation [109]. For each analyser channel, the prismaticanalyser concept is implemented [110], offering the option for greatlyimproving backend resolution. The detector for each channel consistsof 3 position-sensitive 1D tubes, offering continuous coverage in 2𝜃(along the tube axis) and the option of splitting the scattering fromthe analysers into 3 distinct energy channels, each accepting a muchnarrower energy band than that of a simple similar analyser/detectorarrangement. This gives BIFROST a unique combination of very highflux, mapping capabilities and a flexible energy resolution.
5.3.4. BIFROST expected performanceThe BIFROST guide is optimised for a sample area of 1 × 1 cm2, withboth a vertical and horizontal divergence of ±0.75◦. The polychromaticincoming beam has a bandwidth of 1.7 Å, due to the repetition rate ofthe accelerator and the length of the instrument. The useful dynamicrange of BIFROST lies in the wavelength interval 1.5–6.0 Å. Lookingprimarily at the cold source, the optimal flux setting is between 2.3and 4.0 Å, the expected workhorse mode of the instrument. In thiswavelength interval, the coarsest resolution mode offers a neutron fluxapproaching 1010 n/s/cm2. At the shortest wavelengths the flux isreduced by factor of 5–10, and implementing the highest resolution(PSC opening time of 0.1 ms) reduces the flux by a factor of 30.However, even in the highest resolution mode in the near-thermalrange, BIFROST delivers a flux well in excess of 107 n/s/cm2. Theenergy resolution is a convolution of the front- and back-end res-olutions, respectively. Therefore, the prismatic use of the back-endchannels is not needed in the coarse resolution mode of BIFROST,where the front-end resolution dominates. Here, the back-end channelswould be more similar to that of a standard triple-axis spectrometer,with similar resolution in the entire dynamic range. However, in thehigh resolution mode, the prismatic use of the detector arrays offers agreatly improved resolution, not only at the elastic line, but retainableinelastically. Thus, a resolution of down to 20 μeV [111] is achievablein the interval ℏ𝜔 = 0–6 meV, using the prismatic analyser concept,for a final energy of Ef = 2.7 meV. The high flux, together with theprismatic concept, allows for an unprecedented real-time resolution of20 μs, allowing for pump–probe studies [111]. The instantaneous Q-E coverage and resolution in the standard wavelength and high fluxmode is shown in Fig. 35. The Q-resolution is wavelength-dependent,and it is therefore more useful to present the angular resolution ofthe spectrometer. The angular resolution of the backend is fixed, bothhorizontally (1.2◦ at Ef = 2.7 meV and 0.7◦ at Ef = 5.0 meV) andvertically (2◦). The divergence of the incoming beam is fixed vertically(0.5◦–1.2◦ depending on wavelength), and can be adjusted horizontallyby divergence jaws within the interval 0.4◦–1.5◦.
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Fig. 34. BIFROST instrument layout.
Fig. 35. Low angle continuous (|Q|, E) coverage of BIFROST for E𝑓 = 5 meV in the wavelength interval 2.3–4 Å, in high flux mode. The spacing between the horizontal dottedlines indicates the FWHM of the energy resolution of the primary spectrometer, at that energy transfer.
5.3.5. BIFROST conclusionIn conclusion, BIFROST is a cold spectrometer optimised for theunique ESS source, with a great deal of flexibility in terms of dynamicrange, sample environment, energy resolution and Q-resolution. Theinstrument offers massive gains in performance at high applied fieldsand using pressure cells, as compared to the current state-of-the-art.
5.4. VESPA — Vibrational spectrometer
5.4.1. VESPA science caseThe fundamental idea behind the neutron vibrational spectroscopy(NVS) [112] technique is analogous to that exploited in optical vi-brational spectroscopy (i.e., infrared and Raman): a sampling probe,carrying energy larger than that of the internal excitations, is directedat the sample. The resulting energy loss upon excitation of a vibrationmode gives direct information on the vibrational energy level structureof the sample. In general, vibrational spectroscopy is an importanttechnique frequently used in both fundamental and applied researchlaboratories all over the world. Its applications to the investigation ofsolids and liquids, soft matter, complex fluids, and bio-materials are
well-known. Alone or in combination with other techniques, vibra-tional spectroscopy permits the identification of bonds and functionalgroups, as well as the transformations that occur when bonds arebroken and made in chemical reactions (e.g., in catalysis or thermaldecomposition). In addition, the vibrational density of states is of greatinterest in itself, being related to various thermodynamic propertiessuch as specific heat and entropy. NVS exploits the large incoherentscattering cross section of the hydrogen nucleus. Proton dynamicsor vibrations connected to the movement of H atoms can be easilydetected spectroscopically, even if hydrogen is dissolved at very lowconcentrations in materials composed mostly of heavier atoms. Forthis reason, the technique attracts a considerable level of interest inthe scientific community operating in the fields of chemistry, materialsscience, physics, and biology, and will be complemented on VESPA bystandard neutron diffraction capabilities.
5.4.2. VESPA instrument layoutThe VESPA spectrometer (see Fig. 36) can be conceptually dividedinto the following functional blocks [113]: (1) neutron optics system;(2) shielding; (3) chopper system; (4) shutters; (5) end-station; (6)
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Fig. 36. VESPA instrument layout.
Fig. 37. Simulated spectrum of a hexamethylenetetramine sample at low temperature with the two different resolution levels available on VESPA.
Table 15VESPA Quick Facts.VESPA Quick Facts
Instrument Class SpectroscopyModerator ThermalPrimary Flightpath 59 mSample-Analyser Flightpath 0.61–0.69 mWavelength Range 0.4–4.7 ÅBandwidth 4.3 ÅAnalyser Coverage 0.75 (5.25a) srAnalyser Energies 3.7–4.8 meVEnergy Transfer Range −1 to +500 meV
High Flux Mode
Flux at Sample at 2 MW 2.3 × 108 n s−1 cm−2Energy Resolution 𝛥E/ℏ𝜔 ≈ 2.6%
High Resolution Mode
Flux at Sample at 2 MW 6.5 × 107 n s−1 cm−2Energy Resolution 𝛥E/ℏ𝜔 ≈ 1.0%
aAvailable as a foreseen upgrade.
analysers, filters, and detectors; (7) beam stop. The neutron opticssystem will be able to perform an efficient transport of a large spectralbandwidth (0.4 Å < 𝜆 < 4.7 Å) in order to give rise to a homogeneouslyilluminated sample area (25 × 40 mm2, angular divergence up to ±1.4◦)at 59 m. The neutron guide will stretch from 2.0 m to 58.5 m, slightlytilted with respect to the target-to-sample line in order to maximisethe thermal component of the incoming neutron spectrum. The maininstruments parameters can be found in Table 15.Approximately the first 3.5 m of the guide (the ‘‘feeder’’) willbe inserted in the monolith, followed downstream by about 1.0 mof straight guide crossing the chopper area (see below). After that,an elliptic guide (with 3 < m < 5) of about 51.0 m will transportneutrons up to the end of the optical system. The chopper system is thecentral part of the instrument. The chopper discs we have used can beclassified according to their function into: three pulse-shaping choppers(PSC, 3 pairs of counter-rotating discs), one frame overlap chopper(FOC, 1 disc) and one sub-frame overlap chopper (s-FOC, 1 pair ofcounter-rotating discs). Together (using two PSC’s out of three at thesame time) they will form the wavelength frame multiplication (WFM)chopper system enabling the required variation of the instrumental
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energy resolution. The rotation speeds will be fairly low (154, 28, and42 Hz, respectively) compared to the state-of-the-art capability.VESPA will use highly oriented pyrolytic graphite (HOPG) crystalsto determine the final neutron energy, as fixed by the selected Braggreflection (002). Such a configuration requires a high-pass filter cou-pled to the HOPG analysers to remove higher order harmonics beforedetection. A low-temperature beryllium filter will be used to fulfilthis task (the Be Bragg cut-off being 𝜆co = 3.97 Å). The ‘‘day-one’’configuration of the VESPA spectrometer includes 2 backscatteringcrystal analyser arrays, placed at an average scattering angle 2𝜃 ofabout 135◦. These analysers will select neutrons whose first harmonicscorrespond to the following final neutron energy range: 3.7 meV <Ef < 4.8 meV. Each HOPG crystal array will illuminate 8 detectortubes (see below for details) through a beryllium filter (14 cm thick)forming a module (known as an ‘‘analyser-filter-detector’’ module).With 2 modules, a total solid angle of 0.75 sr will be provided. Neutronvibrational spectrometers are normally equipped with standard com-mercial detectors such as 3He PSD tubes. In our case thin cylindricaltubes (e.g. with an 8.0 mm diameter) will be particularly suitable sincethe neutron travel time in the tube is a significant contribution to thetime-of-flight (i.e. energy transfer) instrumental resolution. As for thediffraction capabilities, since the requested performances are simplystandard, similar cylindrical 3He tubes will be adequate.
5.4.3. VESPA expected performanceVESPA will cover a wide range of energy transfers, −1 < E < 500meV, in one shot: the full neutron spectrum is collected in a singleESS time frame, making kinetic or parametric experiments feasible.Simulation results show that VESPA will be able to provide an excellentneutron flux up to 125 meV (in the high-flux setting), covering abouthalf of the so-called ‘‘fingerprint region’’ (60–220 meV), which is thecrucial interval in neutron vibrational spectroscopy. The instrumentresolution was accurately calculated achieving (over most of its en-ergy transfer range) two constant relative energy resolution values,either 𝛥E/Ei ≈ 1.0% (‘‘high resolution’’ mode) or 𝛥E/Ei ≈ 2.6% (‘‘highflux’’ mode), see Fig. 37 for an example. Moreover, the possibility ofimproving the resolution at the expense of the count rate or, on thecontrary, sacrificing the resolving power to increase the instrument fluxat the sample position, is a feature that makes VESPA unique amongall indirect-geometry inelastic instruments worldwide. For example, inthe aforementioned fingerprint region, when moving from the ‘‘highresolution’’ mode to the ‘‘high flux’’ mode, one obtains an increase inthe incoming neutron flux of a factor of 5, at the expense of the averagerelative resolution, which increases from 0.7% to 2.6% (see Fig. 38).As for the ‘‘high resolution’’ mode diffraction capabilities, the day-oned-range will be 0.25–3.86 Å (at medium resolution, 𝛥d/d ≈ 10−2),upgradeable in the future with an additional interval of 0.20–2.41 Å(at high resolution, 𝛥d/d ≈ 5 × 10−3).
5.5. MIRACLES — High-resolution backscattering spectrometer
5.5.1. MIRACLES introductionMIRACLES is the time-of-flight backscattering spectrometer at theESS. Its incident energy and pulse of the moderator can be tailoredby means of a chopper cascade extended along its 162.5 m guide.MIRACLES will have a broad bandwidth in energy transfer, ℏ𝜔, of ±500
μeV, when centred at the elastic line, thus allowing measurement ofquasi-elastic and low-energy inelastic excitations. Variations in energyof the incoming neutrons interacting with the samples will be analysedusing Si(111) crystals in near-backscattering geometry reflecting neu-trons with energy Ef = 2.08 meV to the detector area near the sample.Contributions from the primary (beamline) and secondary (backscatter-ing system) spectrometer to the energy resolution are balanced to reachan optimised elastic resolution, 𝛥(ℏ𝜔), of 2 μeV — the high-resolutionmode. This energy resolution can be tuned and relaxed to achieverecord values of flux, taking advantage of the unique pulse structureand excellent brilliance provided by the ESS source (see Table 16).
Table 16MIRACLES Quick Facts.MIRACLES Quick Facts
Instrument Class SpectroscopyModerator ColdPrimary Flightpath 162.5 mSample-Analyser Flightpath 2.5 mWavelength Range 2–20 ÅBandwidth 1.5 Å, ±0.5 meVaEnergy Transfer Range −2 to +20 meVQ Range 0.2–2 Å−1a
High Flux Mode
Flux at Sample at 2 MW 1.5 × 109 n s−1 cm−2aElastic Energy Resolution 45 μeV
High Resolution Mode
Flux at Sample at 2 MW 4 × 107 n s−1 cm−2aElastic Energy Resolution 2 μeV
aWhen centred on 𝜆 = 6.27 Å.
Fig. 38. VESPA relative resolution as a function of the energy transfer: blue squaresrepresent the ‘high flux’ mode, while red squares the ‘high resolution’ mode. VISIONand TOSCA-II estimated performances [112,114] are reported as green triangles andblack circles, respectively. Lines are only a guide for the eye.
The energy range of the instrument comprises the cold region(wavelengths from ∼2 to 20 Å). The backscattering spectrometer (Si-analysers + collimator + detectors) covers a range of scattering anglesof 150◦, and thus a Q range for the elastic line using Si(111) reflectionsof between 0.2 and 2 Å−1. Increasing capabilities are envisioned asa future upgrade with the use of the Si(333) reflection (𝜆 = 2.08 Å)and/or the Si(311) (𝜆 = 3.28 Å), which will allow for an extendedQ-range [115].
5.5.2. MIRACLES science caseThe choice of spectrometer is generally defined by the energytransfer range covered (ℏ𝜔), wave-vector range (Q) over which onecan measure different excitations, with an associated energy and wave-vector resolution (𝛥(ℏ𝜔) and 𝛥Q, respectively). Thus, to select themost suited spectrometer for a certain measurement, both the type ofexcitation(s) of interest (for example molecular vibrations, phonons,magnons, local diffusion and rotation, crystal field excitations) as wellas the overall scale of the motion needs to be considered. On today’sinstruments, it is often necessary to collect data on more than onespectrometer in order to cover the complete energy range of theseexcitations [116]. This is clearly the case for polymer science [117],where the large observation time, large energy bandwidth, energyrange and tuneable resolution offered by MIRACLES, will, for the firsttime, provide complete information using a single spectrometer. Herewe also recall that neutron backscattering spectroscopy provides uniqueaccess to the ns time-scale and allows unambiguous measurement of
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the single-particle self-correlation function. Moreover, the analysis ofquasi-elastic neutron scattering (QENS) data associated with moleculardynamics simulations (MD) is one of the most suitable approaches tosupport the use of MD generated structures [118,119]. Finally, as theenergy resolution, of the order of μeV and selected with the optimisedchopper cascade, is kept throughout the extensive incident energyrange, MIRACLES will allow unique high-resolution inelastic scatteringcapabilities [120].All these features highlight the suitability of MIRACLES to carry outstudies of dynamics at the ns–ps range, applied to an extended list oftopics. Some examples linked to the science case and extracted fromstate of the art research include:
• Life sciences: degenerative diseases, protein dynamics and en-zyme catalysis
• Pharmaceutical studies, including drug implementation/delivery.
• Energy sciences: catalysis, fuel cells and H2 storage, CO2 capture,proton diffusion and enzymes encapsulation in MOFs.
• Polymer sciences: organic electronic devices, viscoelasticity.
• Climate change: waste containment, ice formation, Portland-alternative cements.
• Next-generation magnetic materials: molecular nanomagnets,spin dynamics in novel magnetic materials.
5.5.3. MIRACLES instrument layoutThe layout of the MIRACLES spectrometer is illustrated in Fig. 39.The beamline is centred at the cold moderator. The guide design (in-cluding beam extraction and loss of direct line-of-sight) can be split intovertical and horizontal layouts, according to needs and technical (sys-tem) requirements for backscattering QENS and INS experiments [121].For the neutron beam extraction, the horizontal layout is constrainedby the guide section at the pulse-shaping chopper position, that alongwith the slit width for the pulse-shaping chopper must be small enough,to deliver short opening times of about ∼70 μs, and thus a final elasticenergy resolution 𝛥(ℏ𝜔) ≈ 2 μeV. The vertical layout for the neutronbeam extraction system, in turn, is designed to maximise collection andtransport of neutrons, by using an elliptic profile with the focal pointslightly shifted with respect to the centre of the cold source.After the pulse-shaping/selection choppers region, the guide has acurved shape (R ∼ 2 km) in the horizontal layout to cut off neutronswith 𝜆 < 2 Å and to efficiently lose direct line-of-sight not only fromthe primary source (radiation that comes out of the monolith insert) butalso any other secondary neutron source originating from the beamlinecomponents, like choppers, etc. A long straight segment starts witha tapered guide (divergent trumpet) aimed to reduce the horizontalangular divergence distribution. Following this strategy, a neutrontransport >90% along the ∼80 m straight guide coated with m = 1.5 isachieved. Finally, the focusing guide is designed to illuminate samplesof ≤3 × 3 cm2 located at 30 cm from the guide exit.The MIRACLES chopper cascade is designed to adjust the balancebetween resolution and flux through the pulse shape and length [122].A pulse-shaping/pulse-selection chopper assembly, located after theexit of the monolith, is designed to ensure a wide, flexible range of con-figuration modes that range from the aforementioned high-resolutionelastic mode (𝛥(ℏ𝜔) ≈ 2 μeV) to the high-flux mode, capturing almostthe whole pulse delivered by the ESS source, with a bandwidth of
𝛥𝜆 = 1.7 Å and an elastic resolution of 𝛥(ℏ𝜔) = 45 μeV. An additionalchopper is added at the long straight section of the beamline with athreefold purpose: defining the final wavelength bandwidth, minimis-ing frame overlap between pulses in the high flux modes, and removingcontaminating long wavelength harmonics that escape through thepulse-shaping system. Rephasing the chopper system allows the selec-tion of shorter or longer wavelengths, so that inelastic processes farfrom the elastic line can be accessed.Once the selected neutrons hit the sample, the variations in energyof the neutrons interacting with the sample are scrutinised using a
Si(111) analyser, with a radius of R = 2.5 m [123], that scattersneutrons with a wavelength 𝜆 of 6.27 Å in a near-backscattering con-figuration (2𝜃 ≈ 88.5◦). Backscattered neutrons are then collected usinga 3He detector array, in a cylindrical configuration surrounding thesample chamber, slightly above and below the sample position. A radialcollimator located between the analyser and the detectors improvesthe signal-to-background ratio. All these components together with thebackscattering analyser Si-system are hosted within a 90 m3 vacuumtank. The vessel is located within the cave, designed to shield/isolatethe scattering vessel from the outside and to host the scientific activitiesthat involve a scientific experiment which will be developed at its roof.
5.5.4. MIRACLES expected performanceNeutron optics calculations, using Monte Carlo simulations, havebeen performed to calculate the performance, shown in Fig. 40. Theenergy bandwidth can be tuned and tailored using the chopper cascade.The figure shows the simulation results obtained when tuning the beamprepared for a QENS Si(111) operation (i.e. clean pulses with neutronwavelength centred at 𝜆 = 6.27 Å with a bandwidth of 1.5 Å). Estimatesof the neutron flux at sample position for different configuration modesyield values ranging from 4 × 107 n s−1 cm−2 in the high-resolutionmode (with the pulse-shaping chopper running at the maximum speed,
𝛥(ℏ𝜔) = 2 μeV at the elastic line) to 1.5 × 109 n s−1 cm−2 in the high-flux mode 𝛥(ℏ𝜔) = 45 μeV at the elastic line, while keeping the fulldynamic range of ±500 μeV).
6. Summary
The ESS will provide a suite of world-leading instruments for useby the neutron user community. Each of them is designed to providebreakthrough new scientific capability, not currently available at exist-ing facilities, building on the inherent strengths of the ESS long-pulseneutron source of high flux, flexible resolution and large bandwidth,resulting in an order-of-magnitude gain in performance averaged overthe 15 instruments, compared to the best-in-class instruments currentlyoperating. This technical capability translates into a very broad range ofscientific capabilities. The 15 user instruments currently in constructionare chosen to maximise the breadth and depth of the scientific impact.The instruments for large-scale structures cover SANS, reflectometryand macromolecular crystallography. LoKI and SKADI are complemen-tary SANS instruments, specialising in large bandwidth and low Q,respectively. Estia and FREIA are reflectometers with very differentcapabilities, optimised for small samples and magnetism, and kinet-ics of free liquid surfaces, respectively. NMX is dedicated to neutronmacromolecular crystallography, complementing the vast array of X-ray protein crystallography instruments, with the ability of neutrons tolocate the hydrogen atoms relevant for the biological function of themacromolecules.BEER is a diffractometer optimised for fast and flexible measure-ment of lattice strains and residual strain in engineering components,while ODIN, a multipurpose imaging station will provide anunparallelled combination of wavelength and spatial resolution, fluxand flexibility.Powder diffraction is served by two instruments. DREAM is a wide-bandwidth diffractometer, allowing a very flexible trade-off betweenflux and resolution, while HEIMDAL is optimised for functional ma-terials and in-situ chemistry with a multi-length-scale design allowingfor later installation of SANS and imaging options. MAGiC is a single-crystal diffractometer for magnetism, covering both thermal and coldneutron applications.The general-purpose chopper spectrometers CSPEC and T-REX offercomplementary cold and thermal neutron capabilities, with one favour-ing soft matter studies and the other providing polarisation analysis forproblems such as single-crystal magnetism. BIFROST is a spectrometeroptimised for the study of single-crystal excitations at high magneticfields and pressures. VESPA is dedicated to neutron vibrational spec-troscopy with an emphasis on the energy range of primary importance
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Fig. 39. MIRACLES instrument layout.
Fig. 40. Time-Distance Diagram and Monte Carlo time of flight calculations for 𝜆 = 6.27 Å on MIRACLES.
to the study of functional groups in energy materials, while the highestenergy resolution available at ESS will be provided by MIRACLES, abackscattering spectrometer with a flexible resolution down to about 2
μeV.Further extension of the instrument suite to reach the full suiteof 22 instruments will start in the coming years, which will take theform of open calls for instrument proposals, to be evaluated based onperformance and scientific merit, similarly to the process employed forselecting the current 15 instruments. A capability gap analysis [18] hasidentified particle physics and high-resolution neutron spin-echo as thehighest-priority instruments to add to the suite.The ESS has been carefully designed to allow for extension andrenewal of its instrument suite. Each beamport allows views of bothcold and thermal moderators, and the relatively narrow beamportseparation of 6◦, combined with the large size of the experimentalhalls permits future installation of many more instruments than 22.In addition, upgrade areas outside the current experimental halls willallow for extension or construction of new experimental halls, andthe currently unoccupied lower-moderator position [2,3] is foreseenfor future moderator developments providing new, as yet unforeseen,
capabilities. The primary upgrade path to ESS beyond its 22-instrumentsuite, is the addition of more instruments on its main target station.ESS will not only provide world-class neutron science capabilitiesfrom the start of its user programme, but its instrument suite andoverall design will ensure it remains at the forefront of the field forthe lifetime of the facility.
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